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About This Anthology
Founded by James Whitehead and Bill Harrison and now in its 40th year, the Arkansas Writers in the
Schools (WITS) program sends selected Masters of Fine Arts students from the University of Arkansas’s
Graduate Programs in Creative Writing and Translation to public and private schools statewide for two-day
residencies. On these visits, the writers discuss the importance of figurative language and other poetic concepts while guiding students as they create imaginative, well-crafted, and surprising poetry.
During the 2013 — 2014 school year, WITS was overseen by Professor Geoffrey Brock and led by director
Adrian McBride. Over the course of the year, WITS teams visited over 35 schools and worked with thousands of Arkansas’s elementary, middle, and high school students. This anthology is the result of these workshops. To the best of our knowledge, the poems and art included here consist entirely of student work. We
may correct spelling and minor grammatical errors, but no editorial changes have been made to the poems
in the production of this anthology.
Arkansas Writers in the Schools is grateful to all of the students, teachers, and administrators who welcomed our visiting writers into their classrooms. We would especially like to thank the M.F.A in Creative
Writing faculty and staff: Rilla Askew, Geoffrey Brock, John DuVal, Ellen Gilchrist, Allison Hammond,
Michael Heffernan, Davis McCombs, and Timothy O’Grady; the English department’s adminstrative staff:
Marisa Grippo, Sara Beth Spencer-Bynum, Elizabeth Stainton Walker, and Brandon Weston; and the program’s longtime supporters and benefactors: Frank Broyles and Gen Whitehead Broyles, Dr. Collis Geren,
Dr. Kathleen Whitehead Paulson and George Paulson, Kevin Trainor and Ruth Whitehead Trainor, Robert
and Catherine Wallace, Eric and Jennifer Whitehead, Philip and Kamron Whitehead, Ted and Kelley
Whitehead, and Elizabeth Oehlkers Wright. In addition, we would like to thank the Delta Arts Council for
their long-standing support of our visits to schools in and around West Memphis.
We invite you to read and enjoy the work of these talented students. If you have any questions or would like
to learn more about Arkansas Writers in the Schools, please contact us at (479) 575-5991, arkansaswits@gmail.
com, or visit our website at www.arkansaswits.wordpress.com.
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Arch Ford Education Service Cooperative
Plumerville

FACULTY CONTACT: Sally Stuart
VISITING WRITERS: Willi Goehring, Jesse Irwin, David Kinzer, and Jack O’Neal
Those Dentist

These Dreams

I hate it when dentist have hijinks
When they start goofin off
And acting like wild animals
It just gets on my nerves
Going to the movies
And eating out places
When they’re supposed to be cleaning
teeth
Making personal calls

Hook dreams drag you in
Sometimes release you
Other times not
A moonlit picnic on the beach
Or terrifying with a huge beast
Will you stay or will you go
Only I know
For I am the author
And you are the play

Kendal Ritchey

Mya Manes

Did You Know
Did you know that Aquaman waited til
the last second on the counter
Did you know that Aquaman paid his car
off in increments of $10
Did you know that Aquaman asked his friends
to filter his water
Kriscia Ausler

Fall

Run
Fear follows, a dead angry thing
It swallows, and chokes me
I cry, and step away
I move farther, but fear,
Fear follows
Katelynn McNamara

Wind whipping my hair
Colorful trees everywhere
The season of leaves
Why do I miss you
Every year about this time
I miss you dearly
Dead leaves in the air
Swirling around in patterns
Dead, like your heartbeat
Billie Jones
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Untitled

My Mountain

I will die in California in the darkness
Slowly as shadows roam the world.
My heart starts to stop,
My legs burn weak,
And my body stays motionless.
As the darkness consumes my body
And my golden light starts to go out
My mind stops thinking.
And my vision starts to fade in with the darkness of the world.
My feelings go away.
And my body starts to go numb.
Suddenly, the world goes black,
And I cannot reach the end.
Sarah Soundara is dead.

As tall as the sky
As important as the moon
My mountain is.

Sarah Soundara

My Birthplace,
My childhood,
My mountain is.
The recent past,
The distant future,
My mountain is.
Heartache and joy,
Loneliness and companionship,
My mountain is.
Billie Jones

The Heaven of Chocolate
Sweet, sugary brown chocolate
All in one piece. As someone
Places the chocolate in hot
Temperature the chocolate will melt
In a sticky, smooshy, mess
That no one can repair.
As the chocolate is melted,
I think of it like goo.
The heaven it appears at
Is a large mold. It is
Frozen in temperatures
Deep below zero.
At last it is in its new
Life to begin.
Payton Godberry
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The Party
The people who have rode on a peacock in a field at Ireland and showed up at a U.S. Wal-mart.
Anyone who is related to a cat in Asia who loves bananas shipped from Cheshire, England in
Holmes Chapel.
Those who have spotted a fairy that looked just like Superman flying in a field of potatoes.
Those who look weak but have supported at least 400 pounds with one arm and have 12 toes on
one foot.
Tori Snider
Untitled
What is heaven for time? It's constantly passing, but where does it go? I wonder if it vanishes
forever or does each hour, minute, and second have its own beautiful place as we have ours.
Time is always happening but every second dies. Being one of the most important things, I'm
sure time has its pearl gate and angels.
Tara Clark
I Will Die
I will die in Las Vegas in the dead of night. My line of work is dangerous, I know. Crazy
criminals seeking revenge to those who brought them in.
Bri Woods

Cory Zapata, eStem Elementary School
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Bay High School
Bay

FACULTY CONTACT: Susan Vestal
VISITING WRITERS: Kevin Corbett and David Kinzer
Voyelles
A like a crimson letter, burning on a black canvas, slowly dripping onto the group. Splat, splat.
E like the sea. Bright and blue. Kids yelling from the shivering chill on their tiny toes.
I like a single violet flower on the hillside. All alone but beautiful all the same. The wind
blows slightly and the lilac fills the air.
O like a silent metaphor, bright orange like the sun. Warming your soul as a smile creeps on
the faces of the elderly.
U like a glass, slowly filling up and flowing over.
Sarah Nix

Untitled
The smell of the fresh new books
reminded me of my grandma back home in Missouri.
Angry wasps buzzed and swarmed by as I walked up to her door.
Reannia Whitaker

Untitled collage poem
I recognized him as a repressed child killer
That could abash the little bird
I was one of you
It asked a crumb — of me
I preferred tacos to egg rolls
That perches in the soul
It smells like Chinese medicine
And sore must be the storm
As the spider consumed the bird
My eyes bled in delight.
Kristen Towery
4

The Guest List
Any child who has not pretended the ground is hot lava
Men who have eaten a whole plate of fish eggs before knowing what they were eating
Americans who didn’t know how Japanese toilets work
People who will never remember their best friend’s birthday
Sydney Higgins
Untitled
The sloth hangs there on his branch limberly, negligently caring about life.
He moves so little that algae can grow on his back.
His life is lived upside down, and his fur is grown backward.
Austin Jackson
Junk Drawer
Dead batteries and old light bulbs.
An old clown telephone that only works
when I plug it into a generator
that’s also in the junk drawer. My dolphin
lantern runs on the mice inside of it.
The unattached finger that was bitten off
by a rubber snake.
Preston Smith

Daniel Childers, Elgin B. Milton Elementary School
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Booneville Elementary School
Booneville

FACULTY CONTACT: Karen Hart
VISITING WRITERS: Stu Dearnley and Larissa Sprecher
Exercise

Anger

The pain in my legs while running wild like a cheetah.
The sound of crackling sticks I step on.
The sweat running down my face like a shooting bullet.
The cars that drive by like a baseball being pitched.
The bugs that fly in my mouth.

Seeing ghosts, petting monsters.
Throwing glass.
Hearing your heart beat.
Feeling trapped in a cage with the sun.
Losing your hair and eating teeth.

Tator Lice

Hayley Roberts

Booneville, Arkansas
The ball fields with wild onions in the outfield
There are barely any cars on the road.
Farms and cattle everywhere you go
It is a small town.
There are few people here.
Our schools are small.
There is enough for all
You know you’re in Booneville when you see
a man pushing his bike to work.
His wife thinks she’s a witch
And their son walks around with fake guns
and pretends he’s at war.
That’s when you know you’re in Booneville.
Jacob H
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Oklahoma
When you’re in Oklahoma,
and you see all the dirt roads,
with barbwire fences running
like they’re in track meets,
you know where you are.

Chupacabra
Blood sucking-chupacabra
driving pheasant feathers
seemless hate
mortals screeching
random, hopeless car horns
drastic survival

You see the traffic, light
as a feather; or everywhere
you turn, you pass a friend;
that is when you know you’re
in Oklahoma.
You know you’re in Oklahoma
when you see how the streets
wind like a rattlesnake, racing
across a desert; or how you
see that Oklahoma is nothing
but a small town.

Levi Wilson

Stevey H

Abbagail Foster, Vandergriff Elementary School
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Bragg Elementary School
West Memphis

FACULTY CONTACT: Amber Mink
VISITING WRITERS: Megan Blankenship, Kim Driggers, Diana Reaves,
and Eszter Takacs
On Turning 12

Acid Rain

I was young and innocent.
I believed that cartoons were real, and
dragons roamed the Earth.
My, myself, and I had our own little world.
I’m now turning 12, and
I now know the truth.
I stayed in my room for days, days went to weeks,
weeks went to months.
I’m now over it, but
on the inside
I am heartbroken.
The question is that is there still
a place for fakeness and cartoon?
I don’t think so.

Dear Helen Keller
acid rain feels like a million
cactus pins pushing into the skin
acid rain tastes like Ramen
Noodles melting on your tongue
acid rain smells like the 500
hour eclipse
acid rain feels like a billion
gremlins eating your flesh
acid rain tastes like cookies ‘n’
cream ice cream mixed with hot fries
and Ro-Tel.
Jelisha Murray

Bennett Trotter

Outside the window is heavy rain
You begin this way:
This is your hand,
this is your green creek,
that is the last frog dancing.

The Voice of Books
When I read you all I
can hear is the sound of my
eyes blinking. You sound like
a car crash when I close you
hard. Once I turn the page I
look around if there’s an
ocean behind me because
you’re so smooth. Thinking of
you is loud because all
the ideas are running wild.

This is fall,
this is a sunflower or
the sun. Outside
the window is heavy rain.
This is cold sushi, these are
like my sunglasses,
this is a circle,
which is actually an octagon.

Kameran Valentine

It begins, it has an end,
this is the time we went to a haunted house,
this is your hand.
Emma Boydston
8

Sun

Untitled

She is an expert at being a country girl.
She sings all day and line dances all night.
Rocks her cowgirl boots at rodeos. She rides the
bull like she drives her truck. She’s like an
outlaw when she gets knee deep in mud. She’ll
go hunting just for some deer meat. She
was born in the barn.

In Pig City, pigs roam the streets.
Pigs are changing into food for people, but for me
they are friends, friends I can’t lose but
to live in this world you have to be
able to let go, love, and forgive your
friends or someone else.
Morgan Milton

Natalie Mae Pippen

The world around me
There is a landscape inside
of me.
I am lost
in a cave
Rocky New Zealand
smoky South Georgia island
Greece grass
The Jordan thorn
		
wood from the Everglades
Dogwood trees with a white bloom
South American border
		Dry land
		
smooshy mud from the Arctic
Japan sand
		
Tropic of Cancer
			the rain near
the equator
Certainty, a map, this place exists.
Hunter Griffin
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The Story for Now
A knits an apron while B and C sing
in the end by Lincoln Park. D had a
baby. E had a fit, and jumped off
a bridge. But F dug up a grave for
E. G got a girlfriend while H is
still alone. I told a lie to
J and K but, was heard by
Z far far away. L made an A on
Science and Math, but M got an
F and was whooped by N. O looked
like he had a stroke, while
P picked her unibrow for a date.
Q and R dropped dead in Wal-Mart.
S and T went to the zoo then
was put out after T tried to
take a zebra’s child out of
the zoo’s swimming hole.
U saw Jesus. And V saw god.
W got a pet wolf and X bought
a pencil. Y got stung by a
bee. And Z just plain hates
B who was lying down
eight blocks away.

Untitled
When I turned thirteen, the world
changed. At five I thought people
could jump off of the earth. When
I was six I was certain that makebelieve characters on the TV could
hear my problems, come to life, and be
my best friend forever. When I was
eight I thought teachers could
always be friendly. When I was
ten I thought everyone could be
my friend. When I was eleven I
had an imaginary friend named
George Wilson. He was a huge
cat, with baby blue eyes, and grey
fur. When I turned thirteen I still
had my friend, George, I still thought people
could jump off of the earth, and the
make-believe characters on the TV
are my best friends for life.

Madelyne Ashmore

Constellation

Madison Milton

She is an expert model. She poses
so still in the night sky. The planets
stare in amazement as they orbit. She
is wearing a beautiful designer dress that is
black with sparkles. The stars are jealous of
her beauty. Then she has to leave. The
big bright judge comes out.
Grace Wilson
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I Carried My House to Tennessee
I carried my house to Tennessee.
I carried my house
through streets of singing people.
It smelled like old lady perfume.
It looked like the inside of
an old timey TV that only had
five channels. It felt like walking
through silk barefooted. It sounded
like guitars going slowly out of
tune. It also sounded like the inside
of the Grand Ole Opry. It felt
like running through a movie with
people talking really slow and sweet.

Outside the Window is Snow
You begin this way:
This is your head.
This is your maroon lagoon.
That is the last giraffe drinking coffee.
This is midsummer.
This is a dying tulip or a pink balloon.
Outside the window is snow.

Madison Milton

This is white savory chocolate strawberry, these are
like my Everlast boxing gloves.
This is a square
which is actually a triangle.

Cloud

It begins, it has an end.
This is the time I had a picnic at the park.
This is your head.

She is an expert fashion designer.
She flows in the sky.
Making different shapes.
She prances in her heels.
She shows out in her pearl necklace.
And lets her ruby red dress wave in the air.
But let’s not forget her puffy white hair.
And when she’s feeling down and gray she
bursts into tears.

Thomas Campbell

Lhaikeri Davis
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Brookland Elementary School
Brookland

FACULTY CONTACT: Jennifer Jaynes
VISITING WRITERS: Megan Blankenship, Megan Downey, Kimberly Driggers,
and Molly Rector
In my dream
In my dream, I see an owl
hopping on one leg and singing

Angry
Anger feels like a
hungry T-Rex going to devour
a baby hippo.
Anger tastes like a pack
of green sour skittles.
Anger smells like the grass under a pool that
was there for a long time.
Anger sounds like an elephant’s trumpet.
Anger looks like a shark in the ocean.

In my dream, I am an owl
flying from maple tree to maple tree
In my dream, I feel purple
roses up against my feathers.
In my dream, I smell
the smell of pink roses from a tree.
In my dream, I hear the sound
of owls chirping in the distance.

Stella Parker

Chelsea Bounds

Gravity

How to Fall in Love

Something that holds
you to a
space in the
space and you
get stuck there
and stay forever.

Go to the shallow water
then walk out until your
toes barely touch the ground.
Then lean forward like a swing.
Aron Davis

Anonymous
Roar

A t-rex said to his
mother stop please stop.
Nehemiah McAfee
12

In my dream
In my dream I fall and
tremble out the window
In my dream I fly to
mars.
In my dream on the
floor I chased after a sparkle.
Arturo Garcia

I Had to Name It
My hope is a hummingbird
on a morning in November
a creek filled with water
I am waiting for a robin
Someone took my favorite book.
pine trees grass rocks
Caitlyn Woodward
How to Fall in Love

My Life

Never aim for anything wooden unless
it’s your target. Always shoot one arrow
at a time. Never move an inch while
releasing your arrow. Never sit
on a chair.

My love is a hummingbird
at noon and I am swimming
at Strawberry river
me, my dad, sister and mom
are the only ones
who know where it is.
I had to name it
green grass, old grass, and
brown leaves.

Aiden Moore
My Happiness is a Mockingjay

Ally Daniels

At midnight.
At Panama Beach.
(in Florida.)
I read at midnight if I can’t go
to sleep.
I had to name it
Spruce trees, birch tree, clovers.

Song of Summer
Can you see the ocean coast rising
to the trees?

Braelyn Long

Can you hear the little bees
buzzing loudly?
Feelings 2

Can you taste the honey from
the bees’ hive?

Can you feel the fish’s scales
from the ocean?

My sadness is a crow
At dark
ocean
I like to swing
I had to name it
roses.

Jade Sullivan

Andrew Baldridge

Can you smell the Apple Pie
cooking in the oven?
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Buffalo Island Central East Elementary School
Leachville

FACULTY CONTACT: Kima Stewart
VISITING WRITERS: Stu Dearnley and David Kinzer
Untitled

Tabby’s day off

My dad fixes houses. He goes
under houses that smell horrible
with spiders and mice beneath them. His hand stings
from putting up wood and nailing nails.
My dad always works. He builds,
destroys things. He started his own
job. He exclaims he needs money. And he’s tired
from putting up wood and nailing nails.
My dad is good at his job.
He makes a lot of money for his
new house. He doesn’t love his job but who could do better
than putting up wood and nailing nails?
Ethan Long

My tabby is orange. It likes
to go drive to McDonald’s and get
an extra large order of quail with
lion on the side with shark fin soup.
It likes to take walks in the Mariana
Trench. When it licks me, it’s like I’m
underwater. It is very soft like
Zach Galifianakis’s beard. It likes
to go party with Jay-Z, and it is
almost always ready to go
hang out with
Kevin Bacon!
Chloe

Emma Morgan, Vandergriff Elementary School
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Untitled

The Sadness of Erasers

History appears as if it is a 3-D screen
with a never ending depth. It
smells like 100 dollar bills that
have been washed and dried.

It’s sad to watch an eraser do
its dirty work. It erases all of our
memories. They should be in a scrapbook.
It’s sad to watch the sadness of
erasers.

Science smells like the exhaust
that comes out of an MIRV or
my pancakes when they
have been washed and dried.

Brody Edgin

A volcano’s ash tastes like
sewage from under Guatemala
mixed with different kinds of laxatives that
have been washed and dried.

Anger

My laundry looks like most
of the pink panther’s fur
when my sister put in too many things that couldn’t
have been washed and dried.
Jack Webster

My love has eight
legs coming out of his head.
He is a love who eats
your dirty underwear. He has
hands coming out of his
stomach. He has rattlesnakes
as his hair. He yells at me and it
sounds like a truck starting. He has a
walnut as a brain. He
stinks like a piece of
bread soaked in milk for
two weeks. He is my disgusting
brother.
Jaydan Eaton

JAMO
J — a fish hook that caught a pizza that a man’s dog’s pink monkey was eating
A — alligator tooth that got stuck in the leg of a hippo who was eating worms with a fork and a
knife
M — looks like a sock puppet in a coconut drinking zebra milk with parrot cookies
O — a donut that had eaten ink and jumped in a pudding-filled pool and got eaten by a purple
gummy flamingo
Jameson Stone
15

Buffalo Island Central West Elementary School
Monette

FACULTY CONTACT: Kima Stewart
VISITING WRITERS: Adrian McBride and Chris Tamigi
Untitled

Ode to a Pencil

B — butterfly with one wing sitting down
R — stick man soldier
A — witch hat flying over all the letters
N — zig zag snail slime
D — sideways waterbed stuck to the wall
O — clear donut with no frosting
N — little spring about to launch a carrot

you feel like just waxed floors
you smell like lead
you look like the stem of a flower
you sound like scratching your nails on a
chalkboard
You taste like bark on a tree.
Kyle Gathright

Brandon Hill

Life in a washing machine

Saturday

I wake up to the majestic sound of a
waterfall.
I take a shower in the soup pouring in.
I ride the spinning wall to dry me off.
I float to school on a bubble.

looks like a big hot air balloon
sounds like tapping
tastes like Mac + Cheese
smells like cookies
feels like a soft blanket

Carlie Wattigney

Sofia Galvan

Untitled

Orange

C — an ear listening to a lecture
O — a bottomless pit in Athens, Greece
L — hands on a broken grandfather clock
I — a pump-trolley going through a tunnel
N — sharp teeth on a fluffy puppy

Halloween
Candy corn
leaves in the fall
Steaming fire

Colin Weatherly

Jasman Harrison
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Cavanaugh Elementary School
Fort Smith

FACULTY CONTACT: Hank Needham
VISITING WRITERS: Megan Clark and Alice Otto
Together

Swept Up

I am an umbrella in the clickiting rain
a metal hook in the palm of my wet hand

The porcupine jumped in the air.
A tornado touches down somewhere.
The porcupine runs and looks
up at the sky. The tornado
takes down everything in sight.
The porcupine takes a walk
in the night. The tornado
goes near a small city.
That small city was swept up
with the porcupine. The tornado
was gone.

You are a mountain with a white sheet of snow
a cracked tooth that hit on an old rusty table
We are hissing snakes, red white and blue
a string dancing in the wind, howling like a wolf
Joseline Sanabria

Melody Short

Arkansas of Athletes

Mystery Color
The bright sun beating down on you in July
The fire in the cold when you’re camping
The Post-It notes when brand new
A sunflower in the summer
Emma Boyd

Athletes are taking over!
Soccer balls and baseballs just rest.
I hate it; they even make you run a mile
or even 50! Athletes wear sweaty wristbands
and now it’s a uniform for everything!
Ballet, dancing, name it all.
Winter, spring, summer, and fall.
I hope this is a phase. It’s been going for 365 days.
Everyone’s an athlete. Teachers, students,
even Mahatma Ghandi.
Even my dog is jogging everyday.
He said every hour to go play with him.
Everything is athlete.
My twinkies are gone. No sweets.
365 days — that is enough.
Stop this or I’m going somewhere else.
Niaisja Taylor
17

Glides in the Water
The devil ray sways its string like tail.
The hurricane swirls, tearing up
everything in its path.
The devil ray swims past sharks
and other fish in sight of food.
The hurricane tears through
metal and glass, devouring a city.
The devil ray glides in the water
like a paper airplane.
The hurricane dies down slowly
by the hour.
The devil ray is slashing through
the water to get to safety from
the hurricane.

Madness is Crazy
a bunch of vultures fighting over their lunch
a ton of rats trying to get out of the sewer
a hard wooden pillow that you have to sleep on
a bunch of over salty eggs
subtractions and additions on a page
Jovanny Godinez

Addisyn Williamson

Parker, South Side Elementary School
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Cooper Elementary School
Bella Vista

FACULTY CONTACT: Christina Hallwachs
VISITING WRITERS: Stu Dearnley and Jesse Irwin
Fear
The Edge

Fear is like a deer close to a hunter
Fear is like a rat next to a trap
Fear is like being lost and alone in a forest
at night with the cracking of sticks and leaves
under someone or something’s feet or paws and
you can hear whispers all
around you calling your name

The first man who looked up at the stars
thought it was the edge of the world.
He went around looking down,
afraid to see the edge again.
Hillary Neuman

Faith Sobiech

All That Counts
The sun goes down the stars come out
And all that counts is here and now
My universe will never be the same
I’m glad you came
An owl sounding
The ocean stares glimmering in the light
The breezy air coming through the sky
The honey suckle below my feet
Wonderful as if I was free
And all that counts is here and now.

Season
The wind whispers through the long branches.
They’re standing tall, holding their backs straight.
Changing their clothing with each passing season.
Hillary Neumann

Madalyn Meyer

Tree
Trees look down on me wearing
their clothes so nicely so green
inviting their friends, birds and squirrels
Brianna
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Eagle Heights Elementary School
Harrison

FACULTY CONTACT: Linda Pledger
VISITING WRITERS: Willi Goehring and Scott Ray
Abe Lincoln

I know when I am home

Abe Lincoln had a bucket
Abe sewed the bucket to his hat
Abe then went into town and
bought four more buckets
Abe put two of them on his feet
Abe then sewed the other two to
his gloves
Abe put the gloves on and went
to the circus to entertain kids.

I know when I’m home because
I see the Johnson Road sign
			
and I hear the
water of the dam beside my house,
and I smell steak cooking on the
grill outside. I know when I’m home because
I can smell the flowers in the front, and I can
touch the brick on my house.
Elijah Watson

Gracee Yacks

Untitled

My Anger

My mom gets terrified when
she cooks chicken on the stove
because when she touches the
chicken and its grease
it has too much fat in it.

My anger is black
and it growls like a dog it
makes my walls creak as it
walks I don’t believe in most
anger but my anger is real.

Kimber Glover

Jaida Johnson

Untitled

Babe Ruth

I know I’m home when
I see the yellow school
across the street with
the big tree.

Babe Ruth using a shovel
to hit a ball with one hand in the playoffs
while tying his shoe
Elijah Watson

Isaiah Haynes
20

Kenzie Gibson, Brookland Elementary School
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Eagle Mountain Elementary School
Batesville

FACULTY CONTACT: Julie Reardon
VISITING WRITERS: Willi Goehring and John Scott
Day at the Beach
On the sand laid a red
gummy bear. He said,
“I chase you to the water
and eat you. You better run.”
I ran to water; people
yelled shark! The gummy
bear started to ooze red out of him,
and the shark said “Blood”
and opened his mouth. In went
the gummy bear. I swam off
and laughed.

The Rooftop
Galileo would be at a top of a house
crying, listening to Adele songs,
eating ice cream because he thought
the sun went around everything,
but the planets go around the sun.
Linzi Dowell

Logan McSpaden

How to Fall in Love
Kraken
One bright sunny day
in Batesville, the Kraken
woke up and tried
to brush his teeth with
a car, but it broke all of
his teeth, so he went
to the dentist to get dentures,
and he did, but at work they
fell out of his mouth
and then got welded.

First you pick up a pencil. Then you
draw something on a canvas. Next,
you get some paint and a paint brush.
After that, you make any more details
that need to be made after the paint
dries. Finally you paint it.
Lucy Harris

Sky
The sky is a beautiful thing.
The sky is the limit. You can
not go past the sky. If you try,
you will fail. Believe
me. Don’t try.

Joddie

Carli Tackett
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The Magician Speaks
Bright Star! If I lasted as long as you
I’d try to make every last drop
of water pink. I would plant a million
trees. I would be a magician. Everybody
would be crowded so they would come
to my show. They probably ask
me to make the pink water and trees to disappear
But at least I’d get a lot of money
so I could do it again.
Then the other people would not
live happily ever after!
Jill Qualls

Gabrielle Conlle, Richland Elementary School
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Elgin B. Milton Elementary School
Ozark

FACULTY CONTACT: Lana McLaughlin
VISITING WRITERS: Caroline Beimford, John Englehardt, Kathleen Heil,
Michelle Myers, Diana Reaves, and Chris Tamigi
Untitled
I
live
in
a
cup
if
you
drink
me
I
will
jump.
Trinity Post

My Pencil Sharpener
He takes a dare without
hesitation.
He dates a salt shaker.
He’s an expert bowler.
He has a home but no
house.
He was a famous trumpet player
from Chicago. He had
a famous tune no one else
could play.

To Swallow a Tsunami
To swallow a tsunami my body
gets fat my hair spins like
a helicopter blade and
citizens poke me I start to roll down a hill and land
on my belly I bounce and spit it in the town dam.
Ethan Marcotte
Purple Stone

Levi Brown

Table of Contents
My Confusion
My brain does not know
what to do. My gears just
don’t turn.
Cameron Kersey
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Snapadoodledo!
Do you believe?
Dogs dogs dogs!
My weird family
My fave music
The space rage!
The hunting deer
I’m weird
Black hole in my coke!

Brandon Sharitt

Oh purple stone
you remind me of obsidian
when I touch
your round sharp edges
the sea turns purple like
grape juice
When somebody different touches
you, their hair turns purple
or when you get mad
my face turns purple because
I replaced your vanilla pudding
cup with out-dated milk
And when you get sad
Jerry’s eyes turn purple
But stay happy and live
long because never make
bad choices like jumping
out of my hand and falling
on my foot and breaking
my toe or else you’ll meet
a hammer or pickaxe on your
cold, dark face.
James Ellison
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Elimination Dance
Those who have ever went to
sleep with a Kit Kat in their mouth.
Children who sneak candy before
Supper.
Men who have shaved their
legs with aftershave.
People who have talked to their yellow
and orange goldfish.
Women who wax their eyebrows
with syrup and tape.
Children who run like a grey cat
with three legs.
Somebody who knocks their
front teeth out while they stop and take
a selfie.
Men who smell like wet dogs
that have been rubbed in red onions after
a serious Cardinals baseball game.
Those who woke up not
knowing where they are.
Men who drink and eat a fresh
batch of tea and crumpets with their
right pinky up.
Women who have ever
walked in on their husband’s mom while
she was using the
bathroom.
Those who have woken
up to find prune juice in their hair,
pickles in their mouth, and rotten
potatoes in their hand.
Folks who eat after their
pet ferret and drink tea with
marshmallows and chocolate.
Children who wake up to
find big foot in their bathtub.

The Song of Spring
The
beautiful colorful butterfly
flapping its wings while my
sister is trying to catch
the butterfly with my net.
		The
sweet honey on your lips
and the tender chicken in your
mouth.
		The
fresh sizzling eggs and the
fresh short cut grass.
Can you feel it? The steaming
hot sun on your skin and
the pine tree thankful for
the sun.
		The big
horned moose through the
trees and the brown like
the browny horse galloping
around the pen with
me and my sister on the
back of the horse. The golden retriever
licking my jambalaya out of the
shimmering pan.
Bryar Yates

Kailee West
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How To Fall in Love
It gives you a rush, when they
pop out it gives you a fright
It scares you when it hatches.
Logan

Things I Didn’t Know I Loved
I always knew I loved dogs,
the way they chase their
tails, and how they’re so furry.
I didn’t know I loved the way
they lick me when I’m sad.
Perhaps I only love dog names,
like Old Dan, Little Ann, and Baby.
And I know I love how they’re
related to wolves, carnivores who
eat rabbits and deer. Sometimes
I love how dogs will bay or just
bark when on the trail of a
raccoon or a fox. I love the way some
dogs bark at a raccoon in a tree, a
kind of crystal clear bark that
rings through the mountains.
Alli Wiley

Sara Richardson, eStem Elemententary School

To Swallow a Thunderstorm
Have you ever swallowed
A thunderstorm,
Every hair on edge,
You feel every bolt of
lighting run through your veins
Your eyes turn bright blue
From all of the lighting
Hannah Primm
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The Tooth Doesn’t Know It’s a Tooth
The tooth does not
know it’s a tooth. It
wants to climb all the
mountains in the world, but
after biting a banana
again and again, it realizes
it can’t climb all the
mountains. It is a tooth
and it must bite.
Trevor Oldham

The Song of Spring
Butterflies are flapping their
colorful wings and the wind is
howling like a wolf.

Untitled
I see a bird tirelessly flying, flapping
its beautiful red wings, dipping low and
rising high. I say bird why must you fly away?
Why must you leave every winter and leave me be
alone? Tis only a part of life says bird. It is life
and cannot be changed.
Ben Dunlap

Those yummy cotton candy jelly beans
melting in my mouth and
the pretty yellow buttercups
growing and swaying in the
grassy field, letting their
flickering flame out!
Sun toasting you like a
marshmallow.
Plum

The baby birds blooming
from their eggs.

Ripe and purple
sweet as moon pie
juice as juice drops pops
smooth as silk
skin like paper
round like a golfball
plums plums everywhere

Addison McCaulley

Blackberries
As sweet as sugar
looks like minature cannonballs
easy as picking roses,
yet so delicate.

Madison Sanders

Joseph Gober
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Travel Directions
From here you start out
straight, pass the field
with cows and horses running
free. Then you pass the bridge
where the tree branches
look like they are going to
reach down and grab the
car like claws, and you
pass the woods where you
can see Mama deer
watching and guarding their
babies, and the road turns
to nothing but dirt and
rocks hitting the side
of the car, making
little dents and the car
gets filthy. Then at last
you look over the hill
to see your destination where
your family is waiting for
you.
Lying on a two legged chair on a farm in Memphis, Tennessee
One day on my farm, my daddy
was milking the cows, and Momma was making
a colorful coat. I looked at the sky and
over my head I saw a beautiful sparrow with
a bright yellow tail and blue feathers and
I told Momma, “That is a pretty sparrow.”
As I grew up I wrote songs for my church.
Then years later, my grandma died of a
new disease, I can’t remember what it
was. The funeral had a bright golden statue of
Nana. She looked very peaceful. When we
moved to Nashville, I was very lonely. On the
right was the new farm for the family,
I sat on a two legged chair leaned against the
wall. On the other side, I saw our
neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Cash. Then when
the time came, Momma and Daddy both died.
I was so sad I left home and lived
with another family.
Jameson Hall
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Baylee Isaacs

eStem Elementary School
Little Rock

FACULTY CONTACT: Samantha Fish
VISITING WRITERS: Stu Dearnley, David Kinzer, and Hank Pate
Bees

Untitled

Electric Red

A purple flower
Sweet pollen
The thorny stem
Soft buzzing
The sweet honey

I want to be a monkey
to throw bananas and stare at people
Monkey small like a hobby
When you touch it and burn your finger
It looks like rat teeth

Evan Johnson

Lauren Shackelford

Yawning trains.
root beer bursting
through the air,
sticky pillow,
a spicy, sour
and chocolaty flavor.
Electric Red
is humid ice
and a cold sun.
Carlos Yang

Anguish
I want to be a phoenix named Anguish
So when people shoot me down
I will be back to haunt
When I cry into the night
Children fear me
The toughest men cower.
I’ll block out any light hope brings you.
My good friend Death will reap vengeance on my foes
But for now, I’m just a fish
Swimming in a fish bowl

Grape
Juicy sweet
The size of a bunny’s cotton ball.
Pull them off the stem
And you’re good to go.
Andy Sonuitz

J. Wooten

Apologies to Arthur Rimbaud
A feels like gummy worms wiggling out of my mouth.
E smells like a glazed donut coming out of a bakery.
I looks like a teddy bear being snuggled.
O sounds like popcorn popping in the microwave.
U tastes like jelly on toast with milk.
Rodney Smith
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Woofy the Wolf
Rabbits jumping away like a madman.
Mice skeeking across the land.
Raccoons hiding in the trees.
The stupid missing coming into the darkness of my throat.
The fox is fighting me for no reason
Martin Mason

Pegasus
Gorgeous pink, purple and very bright yellow clouds.
The beautiful flowers below me.
The wind through my mane.
The birds singing and chirping nearby.
The sweet flowers.
Olivia Ball

Bomb
A bomb is a blackberry pit.
I threw that bomb to Christmas into one of my gifts.
Water roars in the river.
Black the color of a black sky and bomb
Bombs are coming for you.
In 2030, evil butterflies will take over the world.
Chad Newman

Stingray
Reef sharks swimming in figure eights
The sandy sea bed swashing around.
Icky slimy seaweed.
The buffet that I ate an hour ago.
The sand tickling me.
Sam Staley
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Fairview Elementary School
Texarkana

FACULTY CONTACT: Erica Fouche
VISITING WRITERS: Alice Otto and Molly Rector
Eastertine’s Day
When I woke up it was Eastertine’s Day.
My dog Brittany was crying because she smelled the salt.
I went to the park instead of Easter eggs there were chocolate hearts. I smelled clean chocolate grass.
I went to see the trees in the trees I saw chocolate red candy. I could hear the chocolate saying “Come
to eat me,” the chocolate. I saw the Easter bunny acting like cupid and I saw cupid dressed as the Easter
bunny! I could taste the dancing chocolate river with cupid dancing on them.
Brittany went to school with white fur and an arrow and a diaper.
I saw Anthony as an Easter egg with chocolate on the side.
Ashley Fuentes

I Am…!
a triangle, it is night with bats flying. sitting in a broken tree. In the woods eating chips. It is pink.
Just like a flamingo.
a ladder. going to do some work. at grandpa’s. It is blue. It is noon.
a snake. eating a rat. caught in the woods. It is green just like grass. noon.
a broken butterfly wing. It is morning. Laying in the ground. at my house. It is light brown.
a snowman. Winter. It is sitting there laughing. at my house. It is white.
Lashondra Burd
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Winter in New York
White snow on people’s heads
hot coco dripping
make snow angels
make a snow man

I am
Shelf full of books about science
in my psychologist office

Daniel Vasquez

Turtle crawling away from the earth
Cat ears going up and down
like a broken machine.
In fall

Muscles lifting up and down on a monkey bar.

dancing under the house
in New York under the house
dancing see the light with
a feeling that I’m being watched
hear a lady screaming
and taste pigfeet in my mouth
and I smell gas with a rose
that is black and yellow
that is making food
and making its head float like the wind

Snow man upside down in the summer.
Edminie Bashfur

I Am
I am a half eaten chocolate donut
a bumpy U-turn.
a half moon.
You are like a hill next to a tall cliff
a rock next to a creek.
a pinky next to a ring finger.
I am an upside down hook.
a cane that is purple
half rough rock.
you are a snake that is poisonous
roller coaster that is scary
a really dizzy road
we are a straight bumpy road
a brown rough pole
a hill.

Jeremiah Jones

If a car were a dog
they go fast.
cars bark.
they run cracks.
Dogs rummm rummm.
the car is furry
cars have hearts
cars play fetch
cars fetch GIANT bones
cars eat dog food and water.
they chase people.

Christian Stewart

Peyton Rift
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Gentry Middle School
Gentry

FACULTY CONTACT: Marcy Staves
VISITING WRITERS: Stefan De La Garza and John Englehardt
A portrait of my uncle

All my days

My uncle Jimmy jumps out
of his chair. He touches a hard
leather folder. My uncle Jimmy smells
sweet justice. He hears people screaming
at one another. He tastes a cough drop
that tastes like strawberries. He sees
the person head back to jail
in an orange jump suit. The court
room is like a marshmallow on
fire. He wonders if that was the
right thing.

Monday is glasses with gray frames
Tuesday is a phone that never stops beeping.
Wednesday is a storm with lots of rain
Thursday is a bird crowing in
the evening
Friday is the warm sun on your back
Saturday is a free horse, running
wild
Sunday is a pack of wolves coming
to feast at a meal
Brennie Shoup

Kyleigh McBride

Grace Webb, Ledbetter Intermediate School
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A portrait of dad

How to fall in love

My dad is selling parts at LKQ
Auto shop
He sees a lady with a
red dress come in with
tall high heels
it sounds like a cuckoo
clock ticking in a quiet
room. He thinks what
she would like to
ask of him as
she gets closer
to him.

Pedal to the metal
and I crash this thing
needs work I change the
oil and gas fix the
boost and install an airbag
fix and exchange the
tires and add grease.
Now try again to not crash now
that you have airbags and
better bolts that aren’t
rusty.
Dylan Cedotal

Avani Edwards

How to fall in love
Sometimes you get cut fingers
but that’s ok because the
thrill is awesome, don’t
dare look down or you’ll
get scared when you
get to the top you
just want to take
a nap.

Origins
I’m from midnight rides
I’m from country style times
I’m from blue jeans and T-shirts
I’m from God up above
I’m from a dark room
I’m from a little town
I’m from being a boot wearing kinda girl
I’m from love at first sight
I’m from the light that shines down
on me
I’m from mess up sometimes
I’m from wake up early
I’m from stay up late
I’m from a rodeo
I’m from a gentle horse.
Arora Savage

Robbie LeRoy

Untitled
My grandmother races through the burning
trees.
She seeks the tears of pain through the trees.
She hears the screams of those who’ve fallen.
She smells the storm of gunpowder.
She tastes the ashes of horror.
She sees the river for her freedom.
She thinks of her youngs’ futures and hers.
Melonie Yang
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Grace Hill Elementary School
Rogers

FACULTY CONTACT: Jennie Rehl
VISITING WRITERS: Kathleen Heil and Diana Reaves
The Birth of Happiness

A Brief History of Poetry

It came up from deep inside a
hole. It picks apples from the
orchard. Its silver coloring shines like a
diamond. It was born on a barn floor.
Its limbs break as it falls. It buzzes
in my ear. It goes to a refuge with
me as we run.

It began in a country where the shadow
covered the bright sky. The key to the
shell of light was missing. The pine
cones fell as the pages flew. Then
everywhere there was silence.
Maranda Martin

India Pickens

Arañas
The Red Chest
Red seeps through the cracks
as if someone had died.
Only to be found with
a lock as black as ink in the middle
of the night.
And gold, gold wraps
around the trim. Beads shining,
gleaming, beaming as if it came
off jewelry of the rich.

I see a black widow en la ventana.
I see it slowly crawling up my leg. La araña spins a
web. I heard the araña yelping for help. I feel
la araña died in my heart.
Zara Reyes

Black Floating Ball

It sits like a cat waiting to
pounce, getting ready to attack!

Black floating ball hanging on the ceiling,
you look like a raincloud about to pour down hard.
You make me want to put on my swimming suit and
play in your rain. You look like you’re angry and ready
to fight in the black part of the eye, in the black
of your night. I’m gonna miss you and your smell, stench
of rot in dark, black night. Though you sit like a rabbit
about to be shot.

Rachel Holcomb

Rebecka Clemons

It creaks and shrieks as
it opens and crack, snap
shut.
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The Birth of Revenge
It came up from deep inside
a refuge on the bad side of New York.
It had silver teeth. It looked
like it was born in a pigsty. The
buzzing around my ear scared
me. I don’t know why it came
to me. It lived in an orchard. It must
have went through lots of
broken limbs.
Miranda Kincade

Madison Milton, Bragg Elementary School
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Greenbrier Public Schools
Greenbrier

FACULTY CONTACT: Robin Clark
VISITING WRITERS: Kimberly Driggers and Diana Reaves
Midsummer
And swimming in
pools of cool icy
water. Cups of lemonade
and fake little umbrellas,
tank tops, shorts, and slicked
back ponytail hanging
by your ears. Swishing
back and forth. Riding
bikes and letting the
wind rush on your
body. The hot sun
beating against your
skin. Sweating in the
hot summer air, like water
dripping down your face.
Elayna Duncan

Elegy: Dusk
Imagine a candle being blown out.
The whole room darkens.
Everything is calm.
Lake looks like concrete
and specks of light start to appear.
A warm breeze blows my hair,
lightning bugs flash in the dark.
All you can hear is the faint
chirp of crickets.
When I was younger I would
always try to follow the first
star.

Serenade for Day
I miss the silhouette of birds across the
sky in the early dawn, the leaves rustling,
filling the air with chatter. Taking a
deep breath in of the crisp air. Every
thing around me is alive, with arms
stretched out for me, welcoming me. I stare up into
the sky as the sun takes its last
dip into the unknown. Now all I feel
is the suffocating cold. Nothing is
left but clouds and darkness. I
am alone. Where is the honey
colored depths of sunset?
Where are the lights to guide me?
I am trapped by the everlasting night.
Something bright catches my eye.
I have been given a gift.
The warm light seeps throughout
my body and my bones.
Dawn has come once again.
Morgan Trent

Leanne Winston
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Barn in the Night
When the sun’s soft tendrils
touch the cold metal roof,
you think how much you
miss the cold of winter
night, when the sounds of
sleeping horses in their stalls
wake you. When waken from
your slumber, nestled in the
hay, you walk barefoot across
cold concrete onto white, frosty
ground. The silver moonlight tastes
fresh, like an ice cube just pulled
out of the freezer. It is night,
there is no sound, until hoof
beats ring through the air. The
night races by, just like the
brown mustang that runs up
next to you, asking you
to join the race on its
back. The night will always
run on, but you must keep
up with it, for when it
leaves you must return to
the world of the people,
and go to school, while your
family goes to work. Soon you must
wave goodbye, and walk
back along the cold ground,
for the horse was a spirit
forever made to race the
night. You are back at the
barn, flinging yourself in your nest
in the hay. Bring in the smell,
waiting to sleep the rest of the
night, but wanting your friend to
stay. When you wake, you will
hear the untamed sound of
night, ringing in your mind, still
feeling the rub of equine muscle
moving under you.

After Chagall’s La Mariée
The bride is wearing her luxurious veil
Her green, silky bouquet
The groom standing
He is very attached
They’re floating as high
As the fish, holding his
Flickering light
The goat, playing soft music
None of this makes sense to her
Down below, all is quiet
Except for the curious men,
With ghost-like figures
Lights left on behind the couple
So they can guide each other
The bride becomes flustered
At a loss of words
The thunder is roaring above them
Doves should be flying,
But are pecking at the ground
In her bright, orange gown,
The bride is feeling out of place
As the rain becomes tired
So does she
Hypnotizing her into a philosophy
Of young love
Quinn Doll

Sophia Ware
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Growing a Snake
Downstairs, in the kitchen, the black
dishwasher.
It is here that I am growing a
snake.
Two camouflage jackets.
A cup of venom.
Fifteen fork tips, sharpened and boiled.
Two tablespoons of nerd candies (just
for color).
A dash of sneaky.
A slice of evil.
Eleven platefuls of dark midnight air, you
never know when he will appear.
Two hundred gallons of strength.
And last but not least, a sprinkle of
your blood will get him good and awake.
You must understand, once created, never
gone, this creature is a vast thorn,
covered by a petal.
Abby Hammett

Arlym, SC Tucker Elementary School
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Greene County Tech Junior High School
Paragould

FACULTY CONTACT: John Baldwin
VISITING WRITERS: Kevin Dougherty, Hank Pate, Scott Ray, and John Scott
Summer
Joseph Stalin

Nachos and cheese at the bowling alley
Shoelaces coming untied after a long day
of work
Copperheads at the zoo
Populations growing
Bittersweet movies
Vacation in the great state of Mississippi
Biscuits and Gravy in the mornings
The orange setting sun
Sand creek and four-wheelers
Cradling the long, sweet nights of summer

I look upon my empire
Countries I put onto my list for control
Others are thrown into a bucket
For I have already gotten to them
I rule Russia with an iron fist
Make everyone bow down to me
For I am Joseph Stalin!
Vladimir Lenin would be proud.
Madison Garrett

Madesyn Boone

What I Am
I am the monsters pounding their
evil ways into my head.
I am my eyes lighting up on
Christmas day.
I am the feeling of never going back.
I am the bullet that plummets from
my heart.
I am my body and soul that I
commend to the Lord.
I am the look on my face when
she chose men over her child.
I am the explosion of my world
when I’m accompanied by him.

Falling
I am falling off a cliff. I am what
the game of football does to me.
I am rage coming up. I am a feeling
that comes up when you see that beautiful girl.
I am when your parents split up.
I am if someone told you `
they will catch you if you fall.
Danny Adams

McKenzie White
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Please Never Leave
You know what
to play when I am
angry and sad so well.
So please never leave
cause these ears wouldn’t
be the same without you.
You and I are like
the way the sun touches
the Pacific. The way the
moon meets the stars at night.
You and I are like the
water that make the sky cry.

Worried Farmer
I work day to day.
I farm for myself and only myself.
I worried so much I ruined my life.
I lost my chance to get married.
I worried too much to adopt a kid.
I worry about selling my crop or buying new equipment.
Worry has prevented me from risking or taking
chances. Never again. I will stop worrying
about everything and do with my life! No more.
Austin Mitchell

Sarah Spencer
My Monster

Sitting on the Dock at the Lake House
In Groton, Vermont
I sit on the tan colored dock,
Right above the calm, dark water
Trees behind me
A giant blue plain stretched out in front of me
Monstrous Mountains watch over me
The air is sweet and cool
The sun shines brightly from its place in the cloudless sky
Boats float by
The birds call to each other
And I am lost in the peacefulness
Abigail Gatewood
Among the Trees
The trees were turning beautiful reds and yellows.
In Oregon, we stay low as not to disturb
its immaculate beauty. We see deep burgundy,
almost black, and I stop to see a large area of skin.
My mother utters a sigh; I turn to see her face glowing
in the light seeping between the trees overhead.
It’s a wonderful autumn among the trees.
Logan Faber
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My fear is a murderous
clown.
His hunger is for the blood
of my friends.
With his curly black hair,
black shirt and, polkadot pajama pants.
He threatens to bash my
skull in with his multicolored juggling pins.
The smell of his blood constantly
lingers on his breath.
When I try to sleep,
the word he shouts
after a satisfying kill
keeps me awake.
Honk. HONK. Honk. HONK.
Tiffany Bachelor

World at War
Let us go then, you and I, when
the world is at war; screaming
is all I hear, and fighting is all I see.
Let’s run away back to a peaceful time.

Cleaning
Let me compare you to the kitchen sink,
you filthy, nasty thing;
would it kill you to take a shower
and wash it all down the drain?
The three week old leftovers on your face,
the mud all in your hair —
just a little rinse is all I’m asking
stop acting like you don’t care.

Emma Cupp
Tomato
Small red genius
From America to Spain to Italy
He travels
Making all culinary delights
From pasta to churros

Maddie Phillips

Madison Garrett

Chloe Cochran, Brookland Elementary School
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Hazen High School
Hazen

FACULTY CONTACT: Roxanne Bradow
VISITING WRITERS: Megan Clark and Alice Otto

The Ocean Waves

The Art of Patience and Aging

The ocean waves kiss my feet
as I walk through the day
The ladybug scuttles across the leaf
Are you drowning in your own thoughts yet?
1997 is when the magic began.

Waiting in line for a movie ticket
Patience goes a long way.
The previews drag on too long.
The movie theater seats creak and
become uncomfortable.

The ocean kisses the golden shore,
all night and day.
I’m barely staying afloat in my head.
My life is small and insignificant, like a ladybug.

A phone call on your line, but not
the right person.
Patience goes a long way.
The caller ID makes you angry.
Stop calling unless it’s you
who wants to speak.

Kennedy Hutchinson

Teaching a youngster to play Monopoly.
Patience goes a long way.
Pick the pieces up after he
knocked them off.
Restart and pray this time he’ll win.

Elimination Dance

Gray hairs and plenty of wrinkles.
Patience goes a long way
They told you no patience
would make you age.
Now there’s not much time to sit and wait.

These people must leave the dance floor.
The caller announces:
Anyone who has slept in a teepee surrounded
by the clover scented hills of Canada.
Anyone who has sensed the danger in the prey.
Anyone who has been devoured in a nightmare
to awake to find it partially true.
Anyone who has ever wrote this.
Anyone who has killed a version of themselves.
Anyone without a poem.

Patience goes a long way.
At age 80, you wish time would
go slow again.
Kayli Smith

Ketrina Wallace
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On Turning 13

Hourglass
Everything he touched turned to sand,
in a world where the sky was glass.
Everything he touched fell through the gap
like time ticking by.
In a world where there was nothing
a single question was raised,
a question no one would hear,
save for the steadily trickling sands.
This question flew by,
time and again as he thought:
“Where was this world coming from,
and why did it leave
in such an endless form?”
Kaitlin Jenkins

When we were 3 the floor was
lava and the dark green broccoli your mother
slopped on your plate were trees.
We were invincible, and our minds were full
of flimsy, neon thoughts.
When we were 6 boys were gross and cooties
were very contagious.
Circle, circle, dot, dot;
the cootie shot was essential.
When we were 9 the tooth fairy died,
along with light up shoes and eating
as we pleased.
At 11 the invincibility broke, along with the
shelter of your mother’s hugs
The toy box remained closed and gathered dust.
At 13 it snapped, your prince was not coming.
No carriage awaited you. But the boy from PE did.
And soon smoke filled the air, and
people began to matter. Friends left, but new ones
soon rolled in.
Lips were no longer for talking, and perfume
replaced laundry detergent.
The invincibility was back.
Abbi Ross

Answers
I asked “Why do balloons float,” as we set up the party
You said ‘They are baby clouds trying to make it to the sky”
I asked “Why do birds sing,” as we did a Sunday drive
You said “They are nature’s harps playing a gentle melody”
I asked “How does a VHS tape work?”
You said “They put little men in it to make the movie just for you”
I asked “Why do people die?” You said
“Some people’s time runs out and they have to go.”
And then I asked “So did Dad’s time run out?”
And for once in my life you gave me no answer.
Morgan Dabney
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Helen Tyson Middle School
Springdale

FACULTY CONTACT: Claudia Allgood
VISITING WRITERS: Caroline Beimford, Kevin Corbett, Kevin Dougherty,
Kimberly Driggers, Kathleen Heil, Jesse Irwin, Adrian McBride,
Molly Rector, Chris Tamigi, and Max Thompson
A Recipe for Horror

Summer

Take some ghosts
Mix in some screams
Sprinkle in some mystery
Add detectives
Mix in tears
Bake for 30 minutes at 300° Fahrenheit
Serve hot.

Summer tastes like sweat.
It smells like fresh cut grass
and feels like a burning oven.
It looks like people and kids swimming
and eating ice cream. It sounds like
music from an ice cream truck.
Amiyah Bravo

Chloe Gibbs
Deja-Vu

Mountain

Future, past, present?
Glimpse of the future
Just by a thought
I jynx
I give away
I help
And it happens all over again
The next day

The waves crashing loudly
was all we could hear on
our miniscule boats we
would yell but it was pointless
I’m glad we could at least
See our destination while we
Were out at sea
Carson Taylor

Erica Vick
Lightning

The lightning tasted like
having tons of bees in my mouth.
It smelled like getting an arrow
stuck in my nose.
It felt like getting stabbed
in the chest.
It looked as beautiful as
the ocean.
Lyndsee Jordan
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Christmas

You know you’re in Chicago, IL when…
You see the Willis Tower (Sears Tower).
You see people with umbrellas even though it’s hot.
You see lots of skyscrapers
And a lot of restaurants
And buildings crammed on every corner.
You see thousands of people,
Hear lots of gusts of wind,
And there’s strange weather
(like hot, cold, wet, dry all in the same day!).
Manuel Perez

Christmas comes
Like a parade.
It marches down
All the streets
And everyone celebrates
Until it marches slowly
Out of town, but no one
Is sad, because they will
Come next year.
Dane Myran

Untitled
I live in your brain, please think I need energy!
Davinah
Volleyball
My mother never taught me…

A large crater with
tall strange people
inside. A giant spider
web splits the crater
in half. The strange
people hit hard
asteroids back and
forth. They communicate
weird when hitting the
asteroid. When hitting
the crater floor, they
get back up, with big rocks in their stockings.
They have such weird outfits, small
pants, and a shirt. What
is this sport?

My mother never taught me that
my favorite sport was soccer.
My mother never taught me to
play video games. My mother never
taught me to ride roller coasters.
But my mother did teach me
to make amazing pancakes.
Arlene Delgado

A Recipe for Fun
Take your dog
Add a tennis ball
Add the outside and food
Place in the backyard
Mix in your parents
Let stand for an hour

Kaitlyn Smith

Olivia
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Untitled
I’ve got smarts below my skin
I’ve got a voice like a songbird
I’ve got know-how on babies
I can write up a storm
I could talk a rat to its death
I’m sneakier than a snake,
(and you can ask Maureen
and Esteban)
Hannah Fisk
Portrait of Myself

Helen Tyson Middle School at Twilight
Alone in darkness, wandering, lost,
trapped, silent, scared, tired
lockers are portals to another world
Hear the quiet hum of hungry monsters hiding
locked doors of ways to escape
Two long hallways ready and waiting for a
Stampede to trample me
The dark is not like the welcome light of the day
Smells like death waiting to take me for its own
I touch the ground, it’s cold
The unappetizing food in my locker is not enough to last.
Mckinley Tebeest

My toes are fish eyes
My head is a basketball
My eyebrows are worms
My teeth are staples
My wrists are made of iron shackles
My hair is a wire brush
My heart is a giant red grapefruit
My stomach is a boulder
My eyes are golden buttons
My thighs are lots & lots of tiny rocks
My ears are shrimp & my nose is a crawfish
My mouth is five button holes
My arms are horses’ thighs.
I am not someone else, I am me.

Portrait of Nathan
His hair is orange fire
and his eyes a green swamp.
His heart is an apple on the teacher’s desk
and his face is the moon.
His nails are claws
And his nose is a cherry.
His mouth is a wind-up toy
and his hands are empty plains.
His legs are twigs
and his ears are open doors.
His knees are hinges
and his feet are wooden boards.
His wrists are spaghetti
and his arms are white ribbons in the wind.
He is the master and I am the slave.

Gabriel Baker
Ode to the Little Hands
The little hands that
can write amazing stories and
can even speak a language.
The little machines that can help
a little plastic man build a house
from bricks or help start
a war. Oh, little hands you can
do many things. You can write,
cook, fight, build, destroy, grab, throw,
and even drive a car. Oh, little
hands.
Drew Casey

Sara Manos
Recipe for Fear
A dab of darkness,
A touch of needles,
A pinch of a fire starting in your house, and on you,
A sprinkle of death,
And a bit of falling to your doom.
Now this is a good batch of fear.
Louis Pratt
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Untitled
So much Depends
upon
a red speeding train
glazed in smoked
ash
On the gray
tracks
Hannah Greiner

Untitled

Una Abeja

Fire ants looking for food
In Arkansas by the
Mississippi River and
the kids playing soccer.
Blue Jays flying around them.
Saturn up in space
Bass from the river jumping up
Right beside the fire ants finding food.

El picadero de un
Abeja es como una
Aguja que te pica
Por un rato lo sientes
Y el otro rato no.
Y cuando miras pájaro
No más se mira la marca
Roja. Te sonries y te ries.

Kevin Moreno

Kendrid Martinez

How to Fall in Love
1. Find a stick
2. Firmly place stick in hand.
3. Take a tool with a sharp edge.
4. Move sharp tool across wood until you have the desired shape.
Keaton Eagle
Untitled
Untitled

Insecto de Palo

So much depends upon
a white soccer ball
glazed in rain
by the green stadium

Los insectos de palo parecen como
palos
Se camuflean en los arboles
No se puede ver pero nos ve.

Jovany Salas

Lizzy Coronado

So much depends
upon
a white blank
canvas
glazed in liquid
paint
by the brown
brush
Lilly Simmons

Untitled
If people swallowed air the government
would give everybody scuba gear. We would
all need to move to the ocean and start our new world as fish people.
We would find ways to get infinite air & tanks.
Harris Freeman
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Portrait of Alayna
Her hair is a glowing
star, her lips an apple, her
eyes are a sparkling
ocean. her hair a blooming
daisy, her fingers little
tree trunks, her legs
are bamboo and her hands
are soft marshmallows,
her voice is red robin
birds singing and her
footsteps are shy dolls
tip toeing, and her face is
the middle of a flower.
She was a glowing sun
and I was a white cloud
hiding behind her in the
night sky.

Outside the Window
Outside the window rain hissed down like
a cat to a dog.
A small child danced in her pretty pink
Rain boots under an umbrella in front of my
House on cottonwood.
How fun would that be?
Another figure emerged from her shadow, a dog
Fur as white as snow dancing in the rain with her
How fun would that be?
I want to dance in the rain.
Lilly Miller

Hannah Douglas
After the Fortuneteller by Thomas Wilmer Dewing
Some crinkled cards
A dead plant on a scratched table
two girls in poufy dresses like a pillow
have their hair up in buns like a dog’s short tail
the plant is suffering.
Carley Stanhope
Ode to a Pencil

Untitled

the pointy tip that easily dulls
but shortens itself to become pointy once again
a tight grip to hold this stubby thing
how odd to write an ode with your enemy instead
of you oh pencil how graceful you are
when your face is pointing down writing,
writing, and writing again with your eraser
that we use you up until all that shows is
the metal round, oh pencil this is
your ode an ode to a pencil.

I’m living in a bed, when you’re
not sleeping, I am.
I’m living in a dryer, when you turn
It on, it’s a tornado
I live in your computer to
ruin your job
Keaton Spell

Carson
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KIPP: Delta Collegiate High School
Helena-West Helena

FACULTY CONTACT: Vivian Sisk
VISITING WRITERS: Caroline Beimford and Megan Blankenship
The Working Man
Long days, short nights. I’ll always wonder why
the poor man works the longest days. Every
hour is spent rushing and sleeping. Working
and weeping. How can you escape this circle
when your people are all crabs in the bucket?
You pray to no avail. Living to work and working to
live. Maybe some girl will come and sweep
you off your feet and give your predictable
life a stir. But first you have to be something
worth stirring. So first you have to get out of
your situation. But how? When the poor
man is always working.

Untitled
Is she snatched from the field
to be painted?
Up close she seems unhappy
Far away she seems normal
After all she might be a farm girl
Teenager or a woman
She still looks weary.
Whether you under-over estimate
She still is the famous face.
Face that is modernly modified.

Melanie Miller

Grass

A farm girl is what you assume
Based on the background.
Maybe background does determine who you are.
But at the same time,
Regardless of what is popular.

People say that the afro on my head
Is nothing but some grass that needs cutting
Courtney Beckwood

Old painting,
Ridiculed in many ways,
Memes to other modern transformations.
No matter how you change.
She is who she is.

How To Fall In Love
My heart? He has that
My hand? He holds that
Us? They hate that
His heart? I took that
Best friends? We are that
Love? We show that
Trust? We have that
Faith? I have that

David Sang

Brittany Roberts
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Dot House
Don’t you just get tired of being everywhere?
Not did really don’t
My favorite place to be is in paintings
At the same time it’s horrible
I’m constantly moving
You don’t even know it but you’re helping that cause.
I’m careful about where I move, this house isn’t steady
The outside is very round you see
How about you look closely at your paper
Or wall, picture.
Just take a pencil and just tap your paper
Like you’re stabbing a chicken
Ah! Now don’t you see where I live?
Use a microscope, you may see me better.
Trust me, I’m there.
In this non-steady, round house.
Mercedes Mooney

Seven Ways of Looking at a Rock
1. The winner against all things. Except paper.
2. The crunch and munch for my shoes, so that I know my feet are still there even though
Jack Frost has taken all the heat from my toes.
3. The candles on my mudcake that I made for my mom’s birthday.
4. The cause of the many scratches and scabs on my knees from a lively childhood.
5. The alert of a visitor in my driveway.
6. The big hole that crashed into my grandma’s windshield when me and the other kids
were playing too much.
7. My only defense against squirrels and their hateful acorns.
Kentyra McKinney
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Ledbetter Intermediate School
Farmington

FACULTY CONTACT: Ginny Luther
VISITING WRITERS: Kathleen Heil and Larissa Sprecher
Flying with a griffin

I am

The yellow clanking of armor the bold flaps of
wings the wind rushing in my ears blowing
me back, the griffin goes for a dive
I stumble and fall the wind trying to
catch me in its weak hands, the griffin
notices and swoops down pacing with the
wind as I’m falling towards the ground
the big black griffin comes from the
darkness of night and catches me on
its furry back

As I wake up, I wake the humans
at 3 in the morning, I scratch their
mattress, I give them chills
all night, and when it is morning,
I swiped at their feet, (yet always miss)
and wait for them to come
back, so I can try to eat their toes off.
I am, the monster under the bed.
Gabe Keilbarth

Corbin Cigainero

Ode
Oh, dear microphone you make my voice
be as loud as the alpha wolf’s howl
You make my voice sound like a heavenly
angel just came and gave me her voice
even on my worst days when I should
sound like a weasel you make me sound
like a beautiful butterfly if it had a voice
Oh thank you microphone for making my
voice turn from as bad as a monkey screech
to a light leap of a professional dancer. Even
if I scream into you as loud as a lion’s roar
I know you will make it a goddess’s voice.

Josh
Ode to the life who was cut
short. Ode to the life who taught.
Ode to the life who brought me
up and helped me down. Josh,
he included me.
Caleb Matthews

Cambry Parrish
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A Missed Opportunity
the anger
the paper was left by an artist,
someone who trotted with anger, anger
of himself, almost like the American flag
touching the ground.
Like a young woman revealing her
secrets, like a heart, being broken
with pain. As this anger shadowed
the artist, the artist shadowed it
back.
Grace Webb

Dance

Emily Stewart, Mount Saint Mary Academy

As I move across the floor
I can feel the beat to
the music
Thinking of my moves, not
myself
trusting in gravity not to
take me down
I feel free, I’m in my
own little world and
I can feel
my flowy beige dress hit
my skin with just a movement,
I fly through the air and
I feel the winds breath blow
on my face,
as I turn, my hair tickles
my nose but I don’t budge
I stay with my moves in
my world!
Brooklyn Moran
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Manila High School
Manila

FACULTY CONTACT: Robin Baugher
VISITING WRITERS: Stu Dearnley and Adrian McBride
Untitiled
L — corner: in a book store shelf with a good looking book
I — pencil: writing a poem in a rice field
O — penny: glued to a table in a coffee shop
N — zig-zags: on a t-shirt in the store downtown
S — snake: killed with hoe by a gardener on a farm
Bailey Akins

Nature is Nurturing
Ode to Brain

massive pinecones and leaves as
big as umbrellas crunching beneath my feet.
rays of light bursting between
bare skinny branches
blue jays with tired windpipes crowing
in the distance
fresh skunk smashed on the
pavement a mile away
cold light air that fills
my chest like a balloon flying away
from a 6 year old’s birthday
party.

You help me bring words to life.
You make me seem stupid sometimes,
but you mean well! When a cute guy
comes around, stupidity approaches. You can
bring me pain, but it’s part of a process. Ideas
will form and bring life. The more you are
used the more projects will be completed. You
are the strongest ally to me. You are
like the river to my boat.
Taylor Adams

Jadyn Moore
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Untitled
The washer fills
it sounds like a rushing waterfall
I put in jeans and then a shirt
I put in the dress from last weekend’s
Date I put the movie tickets in too
I put in the arguments I had
with mom it’s how I get
like morning dew.
I throw in old friendships
		
and feelings I once had.
		
I throw in everything
			that used to
				be mine.

ode to a book
long, short
thick or flat
I read with my eyes
And it hurts my neck
the light shines on you
like a celebrity.

ode to a guitar pick
you strum my melodies
you quickly fit through my strings
you send my notes out to be free
Ces Trapp

Ashley Lee

Amber Stallings

Erica Petty, Manila High School
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Mount Saint Mary Academy
Little Rock

FACULTY CONTACT: Maureen Stover
VISITING WRITERS: Stu Dearnley, David Kinzer, Alice Otto, and Eszter Takacs
Art of Forgetting
The art of forgetting takes a
lifetime to master
When you are young, nothing is forgotten
You remember the small fights you had
at the age of five
You remember everything you did at
school that day
You remember your first crush
Your first broken heart
It gets easier to forget
You start to realize you’re getting
better when you stare at a test,
each letter you read pushing the
other words out of your head
You realize when you forget your
car keys and wallet at home
Still it gets easier
You begin to forget birthdays and anniversaries
You start to call your own child the
wrong name
You forget all of your lost loves,
your old grudges
You attempt to forget your weakest
moments, you begin to succeed

Pencil		
Coal dust sprinkles from the pointy tip
A child’s fingers curl around the wood
The rubbery end of the wood swipes the
slash from existence
Avery Rodriguez

It continues to get easier
You start to forget that your face is
now covered in lines and you are
now considered “old”
You finally lose the memories of
everything you could have spent your
life doing
You forget the times before you were settled,
when you were free
Finally, you begin to master
You start forgetting where you
normally keep the salt
You forget that it was your birthday
a week ago and only one daughter called
You forget more and more and more
You forget your daughters’ names, then
your wife’s
You forget more than you want to
forget when you realize that you don’t
know who you are
Eventually, you forget that you have forgotten
Eventually you forget the sad stories of
people who say they knew you

The Party
anyone who has chipped their nail polish
on a bowl of chicken noodle soup.
anyone who has choked on a green
marshmallow from a box of Lucky Charms.
anyone who has eaten a taco without meat.
Avery Dearworth

Jillian New
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Little Rock — Slow, but Steady
You are a turtle
You move slowly along with time
You still preach the words slashed with a
sword of knowledge years ago.
You live off the small drops of
blood scattering off the sword.
You use the scraps of what has been
slashed, not realizing that
eventually the blood will dry.
You mask yourself like a quiet hunter in the thick woods.
You pretend you are something you’re not,
like an experienced hunter acts like he is one in nature.
You give into your misrepresentation.
You live in a dark shell or under a hard rock
like Patrick from Spongebob.
You don’t expose yourself to the transforming light of new ideas.
You are simply stuck where you are.
You are making barely noticeable progress.
But — at least it’s progress.
Caroline Coplin-Chudy

New Orleans
A city known for its deep roots,
rich culture, and extreme diversity.
Parades on Fat Tuesday like a hive
of buzzing bees.
Mimes silent as stones at the bottom
of a well.
Beignets and hot chocolate like heaven
in your mouth.
Horse and buggy rides as loud as football
fans on Super Bowl Sunday.
The smell… I can never place it,
like garbage left on the highway
in Arkansas the first day of August.
The trolley rides as rough as
sandpaper.
Jordan Shepherd
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Her Kind
I have written words
strung them together
making up the scenes
writing out scenarios
that have never left my dreams
I have been her kind
I have drawn things
playing with color
scattered thoughts in lines between
expressing joy in art
is always worth the time to me
I have been her kind
I have read a great deal of
fluent words
made out to be
a reflection of someone else’s
personality
their own words
their own stories
can inspire me
after all
I have been her kind

Cemetery of Manicurists
The heavy smell of nail polish
mixed with grass and death fills the sky.
They come with all their supplies,
ready to give manicures so good
they could kill.
Finding a hand deep down in the dirt,
gluing sticky plastic nails
to a decomposing body.
It takes skill to sit there so still,
but the bodies don’t move an inch.
They wait for the manicurists
to finish before they can go
back to their new home.
Katherine McGinness

Samantha Romano

Art of Greed
Gazelle
The gentleness of him
his soft cries throughout
the cold, eerie night
protected by his warm presence
His musty fur as he
lies close to me
dirt as I cleanse him
from a long, fulfilling
day of play
Madison Primm

The art of greed isn’t hard to master
First, you take the quarters from
your mom’s purse for candy and don’t tell her.
This is never a challenge.
Then you take a fragile heart and play it in your game
so you aren’t bored.
This is never a challenge.
You then tell a person you love them
and promise never to take it back. But then
you cheat and leave with everything they held dear.
This is never a challenge.
Finally, you take the utmost important
thing from a person for your gain: their life.
Greed is never a challenge because
the world can only revolve so fast.
Savannah Hickman
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Old Ones of Lore

How, What, Why?

This one heard the shouts through the wall
This one smelled the burning papers
This one watched as the flames leaped after them
This one said hurry, hurry to the old ones of Lore

I look through the tiny crevice
and ask daddy how can it be
replying with a snicker, he
claims there to be little elves
working vigorously.

This one ran with fear in their heart
This one coughed as smoke filled their lungs
This one fell as debris hit their back
This one said hurry, hurry to the old ones of Lore

I hear roaring in the wind
and ask daddy what is it.
Replying with wit, he claims
it to be a giant stomping
through the trees.

This one panicked as they felt the hot door
This one cried as their hope faded
This one screamed as the room filled with light
This one said hurry, hurry to the old ones of Lore

I see the man on the wooden post
and ask daddy why.
He hesitates and replies because
love is too great for us to see.

Avery Hawkins

Madison Primm
Why do clocks tick?
Why do trees have many long
branches? Those are the tree’s
hand. It’s so they can dance in
the wind. The leaves are the
polish in which they stay in
season.

Hurt from the Hurricane
Early morning brings silence to the kitchen.
The still highway of ants sleeping
Are awakened by water on the green wall.
The wind has blown it through the open door.
Joe, the neighbor, watches from his porch
Your heart is breaking like the walls
while Joe looks on
Water floods in and you hug your chameleon.

Where do extinct animals go?
Some go off to the island while
others go to the sky, where aliens
take them to new galaxies so they
can experience animals too!
Why do clocks tick?
There used to be an old man who
was late to everything so he made
his bird chirp at the 12, 3, 6 and
9. From then on clocks have been
chirping ever since.

Catherine Hartnedy

Catherine Wren
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Dande Eastman, Bragg Elementary School

Before You Stop
When you wake up
and ask me why the stars leave the sky,
I will tell you that they are babysitters,
babysitting the Earth till the sun comes home.
When you are in a quiet room,
and you ask me why stomachs growl,
I will reply they are barking spiders in your stomach,
wanting more candy.
Then I will tell you to be quiet.
When you are at school,
you wonder why everyone’s hair is different.
When you come home,
I will tell you that everyone is a fruit,
and you can recognize them by their hair,
and you are a kiwi.
When you stop wondering,
I will still reply with the
same fictional myths,
never giving in to your new truths.
Lynda Phillips
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Norfork High School
Norfok

FACULTY CONTACT: Stacy Havner
VISITING WRITERS: Kevin Corbett and John Scott
Hunting
Precision aiming at
such colorful,
detailed, patterned
bodies
The variations
neverending
it falls limp,
the creativity
gone forever
Allyson Coon

A Mind Cannot
My Engine
She is like my engine, the fuel pump
pumps her wonderful petroleum into my
carburetor for my spark plug to combust,
but sadly, eventually an engine breaks down
and she has no socket to fix me.
Gage Manes

My Mind is Tackled
My mind is tackled
by other people’s
opinions. I keep thinking
that anything I would
do would be a penalty
to them. My own opinion
of myself has been fumbled
and turned over to my
teammates.

A mind cannot
be defined by the shoes
that carry it or the
helmet that shields
it. Nor can it be evaluated
by its switches that turn
off and on, or its wheels
that endlessly turn.
It shouts for a true
understanding of the
nails. The nails which
hold the planks to the
house of thought.
Jonathan Duvall

The Raccoon
Through the thick woodland
lies a raccoon.
Dark, puffy fur contrasted against the
smooth, white, snowy ground.

Caleb Moser

Through your eyes — a masked
bandit with later plans to steal
your trash.

The Turkey Comes Through the Wind

Looking out from the mask
itself — your eyes scan for food
and warmth

Turkeys come tumbling down
over our heads
pouring down
like spring’s rain.

Callie Smith

Kelcy Acklin
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Reed Elementary School
Dumas

FACULTY CONTACT: Caroline Lampinen
VISITING WRITERS: John Scott and Joe Trimble
I am not writing a poem…
I am shooting a 3 pointer
in space
I am riding my bike on
Mercury.
I am hiding under the dirt
from my crazy teacher.
I was born in 1,000 dollars
of cash.
I am a block of ice on
the sun.
I am in a school full of
Easter egg playgrounds.
I am riding my desk like
a bike in space.
I am like a bobcat’s paw.
moving.
I am eating a cheeseburger
from the inside of it.

The Dove in the Belly
The dove in the belly, it hurts
me. It’s scaring me. I’m scared something’s
going to happen. It is flapping its razor
blade wings. Cutting my insides into little
chunks of meat. They are scratching
against my ribs. He goes in and out
through my belly button. He first
got in when I was asleep on the
mountain peak. My mouth was opened,
and he took his shot while he could.
He has no friends, none at all. I
wish all he had to do was call, they
would be there in a splash!
Katelyn Miller

Markeyonna Benton

Dumas
The Backwards Hunt
The bullet backs in the gun.
My deer backs into the woods.
We stand and walk away,
get back into the truck,
go home and take our camo off,
get back into the bed,
and wait for the hunt the next day.
Summer Hill

I live in Dumas, Arkansas.
You see dead flowers blooming,
children playing hide-and-go-seek,
church bells are always ringing.
March is the time to turn up
Spring Break we are out of school.
Hundreds of people come to the Hoodnic
on Cherry Street, and you hear engines roaring.
Tell me something we don’t have;
we did have a Walmart.
We have old, beat-up hotels.
A’luaderic Seahorn
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Six Ways to Look at a Farmer
One, the mud and dirt they track in the house
after a day in the field.
Two, the mounds of clothes you have to wash by themselves
because of the oil and diesel on them.
Three, 400 hats hanging
on the hat rack.
Four, you suddenly see tractors in the yard
of your house ready for planting.
Five, the farmer in your house can’t make it
to your family vacations.
Six, you find out that you love
where you live.
Summer Hill

Combinations
The octopus-roach scurried across the
floor with all of its 8 tentacles and its
little roach head.
Whale-school has already started. All
buck kids in their desk, looking outside the
window, seeing the inside of the whale.
The orangutan-car whipped in the
wind. People stop and stare at the orange
fur of the orangutan.
The little girl wrote quickly with her
dolphin-pencil; the tail flapped in the air.
The cheetah-traffic-light only goes
on green, blue, and white. Which
means, Go. Fast. Faster.
Camura Hudson
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Richland Elementary School
West Memphis

FACULTY CONTACT: Gwendolyn Looney
VISITING WRITERS: Sarah Craig and Michelle Myers
Elimination Dance
Anyone who can build roller coasters.
People who were born with a pig’s nose.
Women with striped-colored eyes and
men who have rainbow-colored hair.
If the ground shakes when you walk
or if flowers bloom as you dance.
People who wear flip-flops in the snow
or if avalanches fall as you speak.

Chair
This chair talks when you’re lonely.
This chair lifts you up when you’re
sad. This chair calms you when
you’re angry. This chair has a gift
of happiness. Sit in it three times
a day. Take it on vacation. Fix
it when it breaks. Buff it when
it gets scratched. Smooth chair
means smooth life. If you do not
take care of this chair you will
have a bumpy life. You will never
be happy. This chair is your life.
Treat it like your own.
Saria Neal
Golden Coin
I was walking on the beach splash!
A glimmer of gold shines under the
ocean. It’s a magic coin made
to let you fly. All you had to
do was toss it in the air and
sing to it. But if you don’t it
would make you sink deep, deep,
deep into the ground and you would
never be seen again.

Anna Foster
Sadness
I was eating lunch at McDonald’s
when a plane crashed in the hot
asphalt parking lot. I looked up and
down into a soft, grassy field,
now filled with raging red and
orange fire. The captain crawled
out		
untouched. Gave
me a toy bear, not a black rose
with a burned picture, my family.
Lydia Brown
Untitled
If you find a Melly tree
you can become invisible.
Just look terrified and beg
for mercy, as if it were your master.
It’s so very tiny it gets no respect
so it wants to be treated like a king.
It’ll make you invisible all the way
through just eat its salty fruit to reverse it.

Jackson Tilley

George Myers
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My Gate
It creaks louder than any
other gate has ever creaked. When
people walk toward it, it swings open
like a bird flaps its wings. It has
hinges stronger than titanium. It is
so strong even the strongest thieves
can’t open it. Yet when I go up
to it, it is easy as butter to push
open.
Ethan Evans

Ken Lowe, West Junior High School
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SC Tucker Elementary School
Danville

FACULTY CONTACT: Samantha Dill
VISITING WRITERS: Stefan De La Garza and John Englehardt
White
The color of the cloud
moving to Boston Harbor
the color of the teeth
in the red cave
the color of the paper
moving in the wind
the color of my sister’s brain
like a blank world.

Summer
Sand so hot
Glowing bright sunshine
Snowcones melting and falling.
Taylor Tippin

Latan Rose
My house
Untitled

Quiet when no one’s there. People
say it’s a mansion, but it’s not.
It’s not even a two story house. It’s
just big on the inside.

I was in the car with my mom
going to Florida and I looked up and
the sky was green. I said, mom why
is the sky green? Son, the sky isn’t
green. Have you looked up mom, you can’t
see it if you don’t look.

Ashley Ventura

Robert Hale
Brown
The color of a broken chair, worn
down over the years sitting in an old
classroom waiting to be fixed.
The color of a tattered hat lying
on a shelf in a closet wondering why no one
put him on.
The color of a building, swelteringly
hot in the summer sun with no air conditioning,
the color of a tree, old and rotting,
standing in the middle of a field
wondering when it will be cut down.

Portrait of my mom
My mom is sitting on the couch, she
watches the TV that looks like a stadium.
She hears the TV like a sound of happy
kids having fun, she’s thinking that she’s
going to be an actress so my family can really
appreciate her.
Nancy Martinez

Jarett Wilkins
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South Side Elementary School
Bee Branch

FACULTY CONTACT: Sara Roland
VISITING WRITERS: Caroline Beimford, Adrian McBride, Alice Otto,
and Max Thompson
How to Have a Party at Snappy’s Gas Station

Ode to a hairstraightener

Rain is a good thing playin’,
chicken to be eatin’, fried pie throwin’ Mt. Dew drinkin’,
snack eatin’, sweet tea drinkin’ kind of
party. People jammin’ bubble gum chewin’.

your heat is like melted lava.
your smell is like campfire.
the cord wrapped with shoe rubber.
warm fire through my hair.

Alexis Acre

Chloe Copeland

The Color Brown

How to Have a Party in the Ocean

		rusted tools

Gather all the blowfish and mermaids
and jam to the wonderful flow,
poke the octopus as everybody
flips the fishtails,
munching on crabs as the electric eels
light up the room.
Pin the tail on the seahorse.
We also play tag with the sharks,
now the party is over.
It was a bad idea to play with the sharks.

		
like a Dove chocolate
			bar
		
a freshwater spring
		
		crackling leaves
in the Fall
Jessica

Katelyn Williams
The Bible

Lost and Found

So much depends
upon

In the Church pew.

Glasses with red wire rims
the lenses were bigger than half dollars.
Flips flops that were blue, on the strap it said
“Bravery speaks”
My temper with my little sister
when she throws her boots at me.
My hope when people bully me
and I feel like I can’t get up.
I should look in my room
though I can’t see the floor
for all the clothes.

Luke Permenter

Marissa Lamb

The Holy Bible
written on
thin paper
Wrapped in
leather
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The Nice Field
the grass of the field was emerald green. the
river was blue as a crayon. the bark of the
tree was like my dog’s fur golden brown. the
cows in the meadow smelt like nice fresh
apples. the flowers felt like cotton the
apples tasted like nice juicy goodness the
leaves crunching under our feet sounded like
biting a chip.
Dylan

The color Brown
		
		
		
		

The color green
		
freshly cut grass
		parsley
		
slimy frog eggs
a frog croaking
or
toad

A cool crisp morning
Out of date Dr. Pepper
A fresh fish being caught
Bullfrog on summer evening

Gus Holland

Alyssa

Me at 21
Dry leaves crunching
under my feet . The bitter sweet
smell of nature. The chill down my spine
wondering when it will pop up next.
Calen McJunkins

Untitled

ode to books
Made by a little old lady in the deep dark
forest, sowed the paper by a sheep’s fear, the cover
is made by rocks. And the words carved by
a knife, the words written inside are written with
dark magic that came from the witches.
anonymous

Like butter in a pot the buildings melted.
They were here but have now disappeared.
There is a gap where they were conjoined
it seems as though they have been gone forever.
I will never forget the buildings that once
stood there taller than the tallest skyscraper.
Hope Sandoval
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Springhill Elementary School
Benton

FACULTY CONTACT: Russell Sherrill
VISITING WRITERS: Diana Reaves and Larissa Sprecher
Travel Directions
You know the road goes straight and dark,
car lights flashing onto the grassy areas,
the trees’ colorful long branches,
big buildings with the lights of displays,
your mumbling wheels blending in with the
rest of the wheels,
the sky gets gray and dusty,
the clouds are finding their ugly side.
You see the red roses swinging from side to side,
and maybe even the yellow daisies,
the people walking down the streets,
when you see a pitch black car you turn right,
you find yourself in a big street,
you find the white car, and you find me.
Katherine Cruz
Today When I Dance
Today when I dance,
I feel the music flow through
My body. The sound of my
Feet against the oak wood floor
Echoes through the auditorium.
I perform for thousands, that
Rushing feeling as I step onto
The stage. The colored lights
Shine bright. The dark green
Curtain comes up.
I’m not afraid. I’m not
Afraid to show who I am.
I’m not afraid to dance
Before thousands.
I’m not afraid.

The Sound of the End of the World
I am the only woman in the world.
The woman trying to figure out
a map.
The woman with a pet bear cub.
The woman waiting for spring.
The woman trying to climb a mountain.
Then the woman singing her bear
cub to sleep.
Emma Reid

Sarah Wagner
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Hunting with Wolves

Saturday Evening

hunting with wolves
is like nothing else,
the howls that rip from their throats,
makes your skin crawl in fear,
the moon seems to quiver at the sound,
off go the wolves,
they have seen their first prey,
I slowly stretch out my body,
and speed up to catch up to my pack,
as they silently race across land in chase of
the unlucky beast, they gnash their teeth in anticipation
of fresh meat in the moonlight, nowhere to go,
nowhere to hide, death is all the prey has

it’s getting cold.
me and my brother said.
we go outside
and jump on a trampoline.
we are running out of time.
we run inside.
so we don’t get cold.
so we play games.
and laugh.
our mom makes breakfast
food for dinner.
bacon eggs so good.
cinnamon rolls
toast too.
we live in a big
house but with little
money.
so all we can do is
sit and watch the sun
set.

Jillian Colclasure

Lost Things
We lose things all the time
dad
pencils
books
reports
50¢ coins
and many other things except for personal things
we keep them close though we lose
anger
happiness
answers
past
But my question is what happens to them
do they run away to Asia
do they hide in my closet
does a unicorn put them on its horn and run away
do they get buried next to our house
until we find that book joyful enough to party
but what about the other things we lost
Nick Standridge
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Braden Moore

Taylor Elementary School
Taylor

FACULTY CONTACT: Robby Frizzel
VISITING WRITERS: Jesse Irwin and Max Thompson
The First

“This is Just To Say”

Black is like…

The first woman who snapped
her fingers thought she
had a whip in her finger.
She walked around all day
with her fingers in a cast,
scared to get them out of
control.

I rode your dirt bike without
permission
which is new and shiny
and it is broken
Forgive me there is more dirt
than bike

Black is like the middle of
the eye of a hawk watching
a mouse before it captures it.

Emily Lucy

Josiah Malone

Kyler Willis
Taylor

The Story of the Woods
I’ve known of the woods all my life.
The dark, foggy woods.

If you blink you will miss it
But if you open your eyes
You will see Taylor

I felt the roots growing out of my soul,
I jumped and my soul fell like the leaves,
I wondered about looking in the dark night
I heard the crackling of leaves as if my
heart is crushed

You will know you are there
When you see
Our one brick store
Our small post office
Our bank busy through the day

I’ve known of the woods,
The dark, foggy woods.

You will know you are there
When strangers treat you as family
Or when you see our small red
brick school
When you see “Go Tigers!” wrote everywhere

Emily Lucy
Your name
(Papaw)

You will know you are there
When you hear the clang of
baseball bats
Or when you hear children laughing

Your name is like the tractor
going into the field working all day.
You’re like a school, you work on the weekdays
but not so much on the weekends.
Your name is like the sound of a fight bold and
strong.
You’re like the topping of some ice cream just
perfect.

So don’t blink
Open your eyes
and you will see
Taylor.
Riley Hoyle

Blaine Sanders
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Trumann High School
Trumann

FACULTY CONTACTS: Martha Kee and Haley Montgomery
VISITING WRITERS: David Kinzer and Chris Tamigi
Women in Crinolines
With each step, the heel of my shoe sunk
deep down in the bed of the fresh spring ground.
All around was the buzzing of gossip
and conversation over the muffled violin shouting up the lawn.
		
I could taste the air that I breathed,
and Lord, how it was clean compared to the hot droplets
racing own the back of my corset.
		
For once the yard looks more beautiful
		
than the houses. The guests
			mingled and dancing
			like porcelain figures
			
across the majestic green playground
			of God himself.
Reagan Heilman
Kuromaru in Hell
A barren wasteland surrounds
the short girl.
Megan Malott
Homage to Apollinaire
The time is late,
the two lovers meet just
before dawn. Seeing the sun
peek from the darkness, she has in
her hand, a freshly picked pear.
Gazing to her man, smiling gently,
he backs away, feeling uneasy.
she frowns as the air suddenly
feels bitter. Dropping the letter at
his feet, galloping away.

In the end, everything matters
In the end, everything matters
She had a pixie-like appeal
I was just cautious
She would prove how much she loved Clyde
The truth
Three men sat in a stolen car
Now the truth is one you won’t forget
There was no way he wanted to go back to Eastham
It was my chance and I let it slip away
Once again, no one was hurt
It would be nice free my thoughts for a while
A road map of Louisiana was spread on her knees
Sometimes it’s easier to escape reality
and just live in the depths of your subconscious
Sydney Greenwell

Hannah Ray
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Marcelle Lender Dancing the Bolero in Chilpéric
She dances to the vibrant music while everyone watches.
While enjoying her subtle movements, her ankles
lock and she plummets to the floor.
Everyone laughs.
The floor is hard and cold and she has
tunnel vision. She tastes blood in her mouth.
Standing up, she feels nervous trickles of sweat running down her face.
She smiles, pats her ruffled dress and continues to dance.
Her outfit pink and fluffy like cotton
candy, flying around with every movement she makes.
She lets the night take her away.
Caitlyn Veteto
Book of Erin
Chapter 1: A Year of Silence
Chapter 2: Goodbye Misery (Missouri)
Chapter 3: Death by Safety Scissors
Chapter 4: Attack of the Scolding Tea
Chapter 5: How to Use a Pencil as a Weapon
Chapter 6: It Was Love at First Anime
Erin Williams

Sandy A., SC Tucker Elementary School
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Vandergriff Elementary School
Fayetteville

FACULTY CONTACT: Marci Tate
VISITING WRITERS: Megan Clark, Stefan De La Garza, Jesse Irwin, Michelle Myers,
Alice Otto, and John Scott

Tornado
A dog digging down
destroys an ant hole.
A home to them,
nothing to the dog.
Bailey Griggs
Winter haiku
Snow falling
on the boy
shoveling snow.
Lucas Kellar

If Daedalus Were Here
He’d take apart every
toaster.
He’d never take his children
to the corn maze.
He’d never let his son
fly in an airplane.
He’d have cows in
his nightmares.
He’d yell, “No! Stop!”
to every pigeon.
If Daedalus
were here,
he’d look in the
mirror and see
		Einstein.
Julie B.

The Swamp of the Cotillion Teacher
The swamp of the cotillion teacher
was not very mannerly
as that teacher was.
Her dressy shoes got
messy. And the tables
were logs with goo!
She sat in a chair and
got a lump in her hair.
The roses were wilted
and she felt like a baby
bottle pop. Then an alligator
started eating without
his pinkies up. STOP,
the cotillion teachers were not
happy so they got their hands
and slappy, slappy, slappy.
Hannah Estes

Tuzla, Bosnia
You know you’re in Tuzla when the street merchants
are trying to sell merchandise. When everybody
is wearing a Džeko jersey. When you can smell
sweet crepes and fresh Börek. When the winters
freeze your milk and give your pet frostbite.
When your crazy fans run around
with the Bosnian flag everywhere.
That is how I know I’m in Tuzla.
Ben Vinson

You and a Sewer
Let me compare you to a sewer.
Compared to you, the sewer
is heaven; you, not so much.
You are the rat’s habitat,
the gator’s shelter, the fly’s
residence. If you were worse,
I couldn’t compare you
to anything.
Arantxa Pardue
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Wild
I am Mount Everest with a line from a chainsaw.
The green hat on a murky elf in the winter.
A vampire’s tooth with red blood.
You are on a sharp pitchfork’s end.
On the tip of a crazy tree.
On the end of a neighborhood.
Together we are a race track
A green eye
A copper coin

Recycling
I used to be a furry blackberry paint-stained
teepee in a dark night during war.
Now I’m a staticy electrical robotic hand.
I will become a black plastic teensy
army-man toy gun.
Ayden Samh

Ava Osborne
Rainbow Clock

Rattlesnake
A long streak of toothpaste
with two small knives,
with a beehive on its end,
with tiny oval plates on its body;
it’s as deadly as a medicine.

Rainbow clocks can let you
go back in time and in the future.
You have to keep it in the
freezer when you aren’t using it.
When you are using it put it
inside a tree and wait for
30 seconds. Then take it out
and move the hands to what
year and it will take you to
the very beginning of the day
of that year.
Ella Dick

Kade Wasemiller
All my days

Bull Shark

Sunday is a day where we take a knee to give thanks.
Monday is like a tortoise racing to get to the finish line.
Tuesday is like a piece of paper floating through the sky, waiting.
Wednesday is like a song on its chorus.
Thursday is like a basketball being shot then, swish.
Friday is a worn out letter ready to send.
Saturday is a joyful piece of laughter.

I used to be a bull shark at night
swimming in Los Angeles.
Now I am a stick figure of
the Monopoly guy.
I will become a deer stand in
the dead of night,
Batman gliding.

Clayton Wilson

Reece Fischer
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My Mom at 10
The wooden floors squeak as you
and your friends play chutes and ladders.
The room is silent when you’re reading.
You smell the dinner hot and ready;
“Come and get it” yells your mother
as you joyfully run downstairs.
When I look back, I see your
life more free than mine, and I
wish I would see that and live that
with you. Yes, our world has changed.

The whale and submarine

Abbie Kloster
Autumn in Hawaii
I’m a leaf in Hawaii catching the cool wind on
Sunday morning, the orange sun is coming up slowly
from the rippling blue waters.

The submarine is compared
to a whale because they are
long like a never ending train
and round like god’s thumb and
powerful like you can’t get
away, they are black like the
bottom of the sea and they
move like a super slow school bus,
they feel like dolphins tail and
taste like salty metal and
wet sea.
Tyler Reed

I can smell fresh hot red bacon on stove. I
can smell it from the screens of the clear window,
the juicy bacon is steaming up into the white clouds.
I see blue waters and black sand on the beach,
young married couples walking on that black soft
sand holding hands and barefoot feet. Seagulls fly
in the morning sunrise and dolphins jumping in and
out of the ocean.
I feel sand in my toes, it’s crumbling up, I got
in one of the waves and the cool water is wet and salty
from head to toe. The waters are beautiful in the early morn.
I can hear seagulls chirping and squealing and
the waves are ruffling in the cool air, church bells
ringing, I washed up on shore and I can hear guitars
playing and maracas shaking and now I’m in the lovely
land of Mexico.
Madelyn Halberg

Presidents’ Christmas Day
Abe Lincoln pelting me
with hard squishy smelly snowballs
George Washington pulling a huge
oak tree that smells like sweat
out of his hair
Barack Obama marching toward me
with a Santa hat singing Jingle Bells
Abe Lincoln coming down my
chimney and putting presents under
my decorated sweaty tree from George
Washington
Obama tossing big chocolate
snowballs with George Washington’s
head on them into my mouth.
Cross Garner
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Vilonia Public Schools
Vilonia

FACULTY CONTACT: Chere’ Beavers
VISITING WRITERS: Stu Dearnley and Adrian McBride
Broccoli
Cut off the mini bushes
wash before you eat
Steam the green forests
now you’re ready to eat the small trees.
Elisha Lee

Halloween Comes to Life
Spring
I hear rain on roots
I see dangerous tornados near my house
I smell sweet pollen.
Taylor Sweeney

I could see a zombie asking a squirrel
for directions to the prom.
I could smell the aroma of the 80’s chick’s
suffocating perfume surrounding me.
I felt the soft fur of a fuzzy monster
making me sleepy.
I tasted the sweetness of the Snickers
bar I just inhaled.
I heard the deadly, ear-bleeding shriek of
the witch right above my truck on her broom.
Alyssa Robinson

Coconut
Ode to toes

Summer is a lifeguard

Help me walk
tell me a story about pigs
attached to my feet.

Summer is a lifeguard
because it saves us from
drowning in school.

Emily Stehle

Julia Hegwer

hairy ball
split the middle
eat the meat
drink the milk with a straw
break the meat apart and put it in
a bowl
Gracie Denton
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Washington County Juvenile Detention Center
Fayetteville

FACULTY CONTACT: Jean E. Mack
VISITING WRITERS: Stefan De La Garza and Joe Trimble

Reverse
The opponent rises to his feet
coming back to his senses
blood floated back to the mouth
now the teeth in place
the opposite person’s glove going back in
southpaw
and bell.

J.D.C.
We get booked in
Go to our cell
Make our bed
And regret what we did

Nick

We hope we know someone in our pod
So we don’t feel so lonely

Postcard Response

We dread the food
It tastes like dirt
I wish they gave us more

Glad to see you are still moving.
Bet you are shining just like your eyes.
Time on the clock is still ticking.
Without you the hands move slow.

It’s great to go outside
Feeling the sun and the breeze
It sucks going back in

Nick
Seasons

We wait for court
hoping to get out

Leaves keep falling.
Red, orange, and yellow leaves
are brightening up the streets.

to be with our families
is all we want
We say we’re never coming back
I hope this time I stay to my word

Snow’s blocking the doorway.
Can’t even get to the car.
Getting so cold.

It’s not cool
It’s the worst place for me
I wish I listened
years ago

Nice sunny day.
Trees are blooming leaves.
Birds are flying right above me.

Justice

Sand so hot.
My neck is boiling.
Need some shade to cool off.
Marcos
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4 Seasons
green grass
green money
honey is a bee’s money

The Candle of a Saint
after Stevens
I am a saint covered in candle wax.
I think of myself of a bad person with
bad ways, but you say you see otherwise.
You are the flame on top of the candle
and as long as you are lit you burn the wax
to get to what you see good in me. At the
end there is no flame but also no wax.
There is only the smoke that lifts into the
air that you have freed, the real me who
can be with you forever.

cold nights
white sights
fireplace burning all through the night
trees shedding
leaves gathered like a wedding
rakes being put to work
time to clean
everything’s clean
wind blowing smells so clean

Ollie

Khiry

Luciana Gaskin, Norfork High School
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Weaver Elementary School
West Memphis

FACULTY CONTACT: Sheila Grissom
VISITING WRITERS: Megan Downey and Michelle Myers

Song of Summer
It’s summer!
I’m screaming!
But I’m not dying!
It’s June!
I’m flying!
I’m flowing!
Big bowl of strawberry cold ice cream!
I’m not leaving until I’m dying.
Gabriella Long

My Grandfather at the Prison in Shelby County
He smells a lot of cologne.
He hears himself preach.
He touches the prisoner’s heads when he prays for
them.
He tastes the joy of the prisoners.
He sees a lot of orange, blue, yellow, brown, and
black.
He closes out in prayer.
He thinks about Thursday on Tuesday
and Tuesday on Thursday.
Charles Joseph Long IV

My Mom
My mom is fun.
She smells like perfume every day.
My mom likes to taste new things.
She hears me and my brothers playing every day.
She likes to touch us,
what I mean by that is tickle.
She sees us playing outside.
We play truth or dare and sometimes
we make her run around the room.
She thinks a lot about getting a husband
but I tell her I am the man around here.

I Love to be a Dog
I stand on two legs and dance for a bone.
I sit right in front of my mom when she is eating.
When I am about to eat, I do backflips.
I don’t like to go in the cage. I love to run and play.
I see the big trees.
I am thinking the trees will fall on me.
Maniya Luster

Makaylon Williams
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Polar Bear
I can I can I can
catch any animal I want and
I can run faster than any animal
But not a cheetah.
I can swim in water and
I swim real fast
I can go
deep
deep
deep
in the water and will not die.
I can taste seals
Because that’s what I eat
And I can taste the air
And I can see everything
And I can feel the hard ice on the ground.

My Sister is Laying on the Couch
She sees the sunny light.
She hears the warm cool breeze coming out the window.
She smells the fresh air freshener on the couch.
She tastes the sweet gum that’s raspberry.
She rolls off the couch.
She is thinking about the past when we went to the beach.
Kaniah Bond

Harmony Buckingham

Shaylynn Stull, Manila High School
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West Junior High School
West Memphis

FACULTY CONTACT: Emma Foster
VISITING WRITERS: Kevin Dougherty, Megan Downey, Michelle Myers,
and Hank Pate
Untitled
A lot of people say I don’t add up like a math problem but I respond
with “What if I’m already solved”. People always try to figure me out like
who am I and what makes me and I tell them those ingredients can’t
be found. I say “They’re not available for sale”. They’re out of this world.
And to find it you’d have to swallow a draught, but that would make
you thirsty and when people say they found the key to me they just help
themselves get locked back out.
Jonathon Robinson
Grapefruit
crimson deceivers
hidden in a yellow shell
one taste can be your last if you’re not careful
give it a couple sprinkles of life
and you will be struggling to make it last
Triston Banks
Untitled
My forest requires a key
He sustains a whole world.
The monkeys play in his trees.
The jaguars paw at his limbs
He can fight a tornado in a storm.
He has hair like a tiger’s:
it is dark as the midnight sky
but it shines like the moon.
He fights the war
but he doesn’t sweat.
He cooks coal in the kitchen,
but brings cake to the lunch room.
Balley Merritt

Rules for Drinking Silverware
Do not let anyone know
Do it in the cold twilight of each Tuesday night
Make sure to hold your nose as you place
the silver on the tip of your tongue
Do not notice the quiet scraping as
you push each utensil slowly down your
esophagus
Go through the motions of an everyday
ordinary life
Or don’t
Kayla Parker
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Untitled

I have been a heatwave

The taste of silence is like
Kool-Aid with no sugar and
hot breath down your neck
The color of thunder is the
colors of the rainbow mixed
with dirt and grass

They drag along in a search for water
but I took that too
Untitled
every crop grown
is now a crop dead
Loving her is like
because I selfishly dried them out
loving the way people hurt.
every party planned
People think it’s wrong.
and every walk on the beach
The smell of cold is cinnamon
has been discouraged by me
Nicole
Clark
apple, chocolate chip cookies,
by my aggressive heat
and Febreeze mixed all together
and my thirsting ways
Tranaya Wright

Tiffany Mosley

Papaya
A sewer among the fruit basket
Sweet to the tongue like orange honeysuckles
in a tropical universe.
Raven Hinton

Life
The waves of the ocean answer to me.
Hornets spit fire and see red.
What is the purpose of life?
Three weeks before 1942, Americans were changed.
The Easton softball bat lay chipped and bent and worn in
the flying dust of the field.
The waves are created by the gravity of the moon.
The purpose of life is to be happy, eat
cake, and make a fool of yourself.
Hornets.
Kayla Parker
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Elimination Dance
any turtle that has ran fast
all pilots that has a neighbor that doesn’t have feet
any hunters that has had a haircut with ink
everyone that has glued their sun to the table
any uncle that has had a brother that has been stung by an egg
all fishers who has had a goldfish that has been hit by lightning
Trey Watson

The Song of Winter
Can you see it?
Angels on the ground
dark clouds coming out of chimneys
Can you smell it?
Peppermint and cinnamon, everywhere
dishes
Can you feel it?
breathing hurts
bodies freeze
Can you hear it?
Bells ringing
Kitchen timer beeping
Can you taste it?
One man eats chocolates all night
Morgan Albers
Carlos Tell, Helen Tyson Middle School

Sitting on the Farmgate at my Grandfather’s farm in Strong, Arkansas
Calm, strong winds wrap around like a warm blanket
All stress and worries seem to dissipate into the sky
The unforgetting smell of the forest strides across your nose
The crunching of the grass seems to echo throughout the valley
It’s like your life could be spent resting on that gate
and your only regret would be getting up.
Triston Banks
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Westside Elementary School
Hartman

FACULTY CONTACT: Rebecca Elms
VISITING WRITERS: Kevin Corbett, Sarah Craig, Michelle Myers, and Molly Rector
I Remember
when it was June 25th
So hot it was cold. I was wearing a blue dress
with white shoes. We were walking on the beach.
The breeze blowing across our faces, swirling
across our hair. Sand brushing our feet.

Riddle
Skinny yellow moons sit on the table.
Emily McCarly

Abby Tillery

My Friend
My friend lives in
A cavern.
It awaits til I come
Waiting endlessly with
Trees and dried leaves
All around it.
Whoosh! As the air
Sings to it.
It slowly falls asleep.
Kalena Her

Coin
So much depends
upon
a silver coin
thrown in a
puddle
by the dark green
bush.
Katelea Payge Hegs

The War of the Wasp

Fall
I remember in the
Fall leaves red as
blood and as burnt as
oranges as we ran
through the woods.
Jacob E.

Dream

Polar bears love me in the summer.
Red wasps stinging with their faces.
Do you like me?
This is the year of light.
The lamp has shattered.
Polar bears have frost they shake off.
Yes but only in the winter.
The death of me will be that wasp.

In my dream, I am a gigantic loving
Robot that floats down the river
then ends up a misty mountain.
I am a crazy flamingo that lays
10,000 eggs in a rough nest.
I am a bog that chases.
Kierstin Brown

Austin Bartlett
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I Remember
How to find your destiny

I remember when I was laying
in the tall thick grass green
as seaweed rubbing on my face.
But the grass felt like water
blue water. It was July 26th
my birthday. You said
I was a fish. I was sort of.
I was the daughter of Poseidon. But the grass
was seaweed and I was the daughter of Poseidon.

First find something that’s very high up
when I’m up there I feel like a
bird in a nest. I taste the sweat
going down my face. I see the city
below. Finally, you run and jump off
the edge.
Annabelle Hopkins

Abby Hickey
Riddle
There are three little skinny men sitting on a bench, eating their
eyeballs, and kissing the air.
Evan Matthew Patton
My Monster
My monster is a worm as sharp as a nail
My monster is as fast as light
If you catch my monster, he feels like lava
when you scream at my monster he will sound like a mad mooing tiger.
This monster is the ruler of the world.
He sails through the air
and pierces your heart.
Christopher McCain
The Smell of a Comet
The smell of a comet is like dirt in a ball.
The sound of a rainbow is money jingling in a thief’s pocket
The taste of math tingles my tongue as my brain bounces.
The taste of a first breath is sucking in dust.
The color of rain is as blue as an ocean in a storm.
The feel of silence creeps through the crowd.
The feel of red drips from a vampire’s teeth.
The color of language shrieks the children’s ears.
Ashlyn Parker
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6 ways to look at a snake
a rope to haul an elephant
a slope for a mouse to climb
a toy for Hercules to play with
a necklace with spots or rubies
a swing that flies high
a spool of thread to weave
Caroline Grace Pelfrey

Westside High School
Hartman
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Scott Ray, and Diana Reaves
My Forest

The Tornado

My forest has gentle hands spilling
with laughter.
She’s hardcore, standing at the eye of the
hurricane.
Her fists will beat down on a stranger
for they don’t mess with her newly born
child still opening up to see the world.
The wind tells her one thing, but
she refuses to bow at its feet.
My forest jumps with joy over the
April showers. The new trickles of relief
from a hot summer.
My forest is poetry. She’ll ride on a
four-wheeler. Mud splashes, her heart crashes, enveloped
into her own world.
She wrestles with sun, ripping the brightness
into her smile.
As her eyes glare, icy spikes roll up
your spine.
You will think she’s a fist throwing, mule kicking
young lady, but you might say she protects her
family.

The tornado is a bald eagle
that flies in on its wings, black
as night. It has a short
temper and gets violent too.
As she picks up houses and
devours them like field mice, trees
fall and they crash to the
ground. Then, she grabs my
fear with long sharp talons, and
leaves the smell of fresh, cut grass
as she moves on.

Autumn Flaherty

Samantha Bittle
No Such Thing as a Perfect World
In these awful times,
I hear the soft cry
of the innocent Calico being
swept off its feet by
the harsh flood.
Alexis Bissell

Tunnel games

The Smith

tunnels in the ground
dark as night
nothing blocks its wrath
slithers along with no trace
silent as a mouse
fangs like needles
Playing its tunnel games

I must hear the ring of a hammer on a glowing
Billet of steel.
I must see the sparks bounce and jump
When the hammer hits.
I want a piece of metal I can trust.
I want a red hot fire burning.
I must have people marvel at my work.

Chase Huntsinger

Wyatt Jones
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Revised Letter to Poetry

Eye

You are frost bite.
You are deep in snow and dark at times.
You yield the shimmering snow falling against your skin.
You shout with joy when you are
done and laugh and play along.
You can be a true rock star sometimes
but others maybe a quiet soul.
You have green leaves but they
are slowly turning brown.
You have a fox roaming around
in your flesh colored leaves.
You drive around changing people’s
lives yet you are freezing
people’s noses until they are cherries.
You bring a warm supper to the
table.

Eyes why do you fail to look at
the ice inside of souls
You look only upon the outside
and never the pearl in the clam
Stop being fooled by daggers with
charming smiles.
Let’s destroy the shells and look only
at the nut.

Stephanie Pannell

Gina Vannoy
Waves
Moving as the wind whistle
Periodically coming
To bathe the shore.
Serena Her

Untitled

Stout table

Blinking dinosaurs have very moist eyeballs.
Thickets and weeds get into the socket.
But have no worry for that the dinosaurs can blink.

The stout table is thick
It was built for use
and for wear and tear.
The stout table is old and worn
its days are almost gone

Seth Stewart

Taylor Tollison
Colorful Flea Market
One shouts ‘Free lizards!’
Another proclaims ‘2 dollars off!’
People yell and haggle and I’m left shocked
Colors blur and textures unite
Someone brushes by, another pulls my hair.
Fingertips graze moth-eaten clothes.
Eyes gaze longingly at lampshades
Vintage beer bottles line the stalls
Rugs blue and white frame portly women
Golden earring proclaimed real
Colors rip and slide
I’m left blind.

My Island
My Island is a fish in a sea.
It’s alone and keeps to itself.
It can taste the salty waters
against it. It can feel the breeze
when a storm is arising. It can
waste away a day without
any worries. It listens and awaits
for me to come. It makes me
feel like I’m not the only one.
Mafra Crocker

Karly Williams
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How to Know For Sure I’m at my house
My cousin Scott pounds his ball against the
hardwood floor.
My brother Randy rummages through the
cabinets, only wanting what he has already eaten.
Uncle Gene sits in his room, playing one
of his hundreds of video games.
Gina, my dear cousin, talks to her
boyfriend with red cheeks.
And I can’t forget dad, watching
football
or Aunt Mechelle playing Candy Crush on
the front porch.
But then there is me:
Sitting in my pink room, lost in the
world of music.

My Ocean

Marlee Stepp
Nervousness was Violets at First
In the middle of nervousness there were cupcakes.
Brownies were bouncing off the inside of her
head before her act.
Gum drops filled the inside of her stomach,
it spilled out into the mall floor.
It met a man that smelled like laundry detergent,
had purple sunglasses and a green beard.
He met a woman and felt nervousness.
The woman was an alien with orange teeth,
she tasted like fingernail polish.
At the end of nervousness, the sun went down
into a closet of tulips.
Adrienne Houston
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My ocean has darkness in its heart,
And he can fight without breaking a sweat.
He can create new life…
Or he can take it without mercy.
He can grow frigid and distant,
But he can become warm and hug the
shores.
He grows angry, and can bring his
Revenge down on entire cities,
But he is always full of regrets when the
Rage dies down.
He shimmers in the sun,
But when night falls, he becomes as
dark as the sky.
You might think he is dangerous,
but he is just misunderstood.
Camaron Mullinax

Math
Math is
a hungry wolf just waiting to call the kids in. Math is
like a game that you can’t win. He goes to bed
early so he can get up and plan out his day. Math is
a loner, he stands by his self in his all black suit.
Math is like a desk job, as soon as you roll your chair
up to it, it sucks you in and you never get out.
Math, his hobbies are making kids’ lives hard so they can’t
pass. Math is a boxer, because one minute you’re looking
off and he hits you with this and like that and suddenly you
don’t know where you are. Math is the book that
shuts on your heart. You might think Math is a concrete
read, sturdy and straight, but really is like a gravel road, broken up
and going everywhere.
Jacob Campbell

untitled
1. Her face was…
a. as pretty as the sunset glistening upon the dewy grass
b. small with an enormous nose
c. dug into the ground as she tripped
2. I didn’t know…
a. the answer to the riddle
b. how old she was
c. why she broke his heart
3. When I arrived…
a. people trembled in my shadows
b. the party started
c. he was tore up from the floor
up
Alan Rice
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I am a blind cat, walking aimlessly down a corridor
For every auburn pendant, there is a tuft of fur.
For every talking tree, there is a dying bird.
For every heartbreak, there is a child laughing.
For every number, there is a note.
For every howling wolf, there is a blood red moon.
For every wisp, there is a passageway to light.
For every blazing blue star, there is a white tree that sprouts.
There will be time left to lodge every pendant into
coarse hair, time left to converse with the ancient
tree, time left to mend the heartbreaks that have
been struck, time left to count the numbers and
notes that have been left behind, time left to soothe
the cloudy wolf’s agony over the disastrous blood red
moon, time left to trail every crystal wisp, to the
passageway to light, time left to wash away the blazing
blue star, and there is time now to aid the white tree, to
sprout.
Ashley Putney
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Carlie Wattigney, Buffalo Island Central West Elementary School
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